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r· ' . IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
t' 
l 
AT RICHMOND . 
HOWARD T. BAISE. 
:vs. 
J. -E. HOLLIFIELD 
PETITION FOR WRIT OF ERROR. 
In the CorP.oration ·Court of Danville.· 
• .r 
., 
To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme Oot~rt of A.ppea.ls 
of Virginia: 
Your petitioner, Howard Baise, shows that he is aggrieveq 
by the final judgment of the Corporation Court of Danville, 
Virginia., entered against him on the 14th day of April, 1931, 
in an action at law in whi-ch J. E. Hollifield was plaintiff and 
jTOUr petitioner was defendant. 
· Th~e record accompanying this petition will show the fol: 
~owing to be. . · · 
THE. F .ACTS . 
. On the afternoon of the 27th of September, 1930, a clear 
day, Howard.Baise was driving his Model T Ford Roadster, 
which }J._ad be.en -converted into a light delivery t'ruck, in a 
western direction along one of the main-traveled state high~ 
ways of Harnett County, North Carolina. 
At this point the main highway was wide and practical1y 
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level. Some distanc~ ahead, in the direction in which Baise 
was traveling, the main high,vay was crossed a.t right angles 
by a county road, the main highway running substantially 
east and west and Baise was proceeding west. The county 
road which crossed the main highway ran substantially north 
and south. To Baise's right, that is toward the north, the ' 
view of this intersecting county road was obstructed by a 
·filling . station and store, located in the northeast corner 
formed by the intersection of the two roads. 
The plaintiff, ;r. E. Hollifield, was wha.t is commonly re-
ferred to as a hitch-hiker. He was sitting to the rear of the 
driver, apparently down on the floor of the light delivery body 
attached to this Model T Ford and was either sitting on the 
floor or sitting on an old tire casing which was lying on the 
floor of the light delivery body. 
It is conceded that there was no place provided to carry 
passengers in the body of this truck. Hollifield wa·s·, in fact, 
a trespasser in said truCk, he having entered it under the fol-
lowing circumstances: 
As Baise was proceeding along the road some ten or twelve 
miles from the scene of the accident, Hollifield, dressed in 
khaki-colored clothes, was standing on the side of the road 
by what appeared to be a state highway truck. Hollifield 
signaled to Baise and Baise, not believing Hollifield was 
merely a hitch-hiker asking for a ride, but believing he was 
the driver of the state highway truck and ha.d some trouble, 
slowed his car down and called out ''What is the trouble!" 
Without making any reply, Hollifield jumped into the hack 
of t4e truck and, after he had gotten into the truck, stated 
tha.t there 'va.s .no trouble_, that he simply wanted to ride. 
Baise made no reply, but proceeded on his. journey a.nd Holli-
field remained in the back of the tr:uck. 
A car entering the main highway at its intersection by the 
county road above referred to, could not be seen until it wa~ 
practically in the line of tra.vel along the .main highway. 
Baise knew of the existence of this county road .and .festifi..ed 
tha.t he was driving his c-ar under full control, at a reasonable 
and moderate rate of speed. 
As Baise read1ed the intersection of the two roads a ca.r, 
driven by a. Mrs. Webster, .suddenly eme·rged from this county 
roa.d into the main highwa:y and the two cars collided. Hol-
lifield sitting in the hack of the truck, without any sort of 
support, was thrown forward into the road and received 
injuries for which he instituted his action, resulting in a 
judgment in his fa:vor of $2,000.00. 
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The law of North Carolina provides that it was the duty 
of the driver along the county road, 1\{rs. Webster, to stop 
before she entered the main-traveled highway and there was 
located on the county road along which she was driving, a 
sign warning of this la.w. Had 1\{rs.• Webster obeyed this law 
of North Carolina, it must be conceded that no accident 
would have occur.red. The law of North ·Carolina also pro-
vides that, in passing such an intersection, it was the duty 
of the driver along the main highway, :Baise, to prooeed at 
a speed not greater than fifteen miles per hour. There is 
evidence from which the jury could have believed th~t 13aise 
'vas proceeding at a higher rate of speed than fifteen miles 
per hour, but no evidence that he was proceeding a.t a. speed 
which would constitute negligence, except fpr the ~t~tute. 
ERRORS ASSIGNED. 
l. The failure of the Court to set aside the verdict 11POn 
the grounds that the evidence conclusively showed that the 
alleged ·negligence of Baise, proceeding at a ra.te of speed in 
excess of fifteen miles per hour, which was the pnly negli-
gence relied upon_, ·was not a proximate ~au.Se of the ~~ident, 
and because the only duty owed by Baise to Hollifield, a 
trespasser, wa~ not io wilfully or ·wantonly .injure him, and 
t:Pere wa.s ·no evide-nee even tendi~g to show .such an jnjury. 
2. Refusal of the Court to strike ,op.t the C'Videnee of plain .. 
tiff, set out in Certificate of Exceptions No. 6, p. ·91 of the 
record. 
3. The giving of instructions Nos.. 1, 2, .3, ~' 5 .a:nd 6 for 
the plaintiff, whi0h -instruetions app~ar i.n c~rti;6.ca..te of JD~,. 
e.eptions No .. 2, pp. ~s~, 85. 
4. The refnsal o£ -the Court to give def~ntla;nt's ·instructions 
Nos. 1, 2, ·3, 4, 9, 7 and '5, .set out in Certifi9~te· .of ·E.:xceptio.:P.f) 
. No .. 4, appearing o.n ·pp.· 87, 88 and 89. 
ARGUMENT. 
·The speei:fie errors abov~ s.~t out can be ·conveni~ntly .dis-
cussed ,under tbe following heading_s : 
What Was the Du.ty That the Defendant, Baise, Owf!,d .Holli-
-field Under ,t."he Circumstatnees of This Case? 
The facts show that ·Baise ·was driving in a one-seated, 
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pick-up truck, tha.t is to say, a Ford Roadster to the hack of 
which had been attached an improvised body, converting it, 
to a certain extent, into a light delivery truck. Baise, of 
course, OCCUpied the· driver '·S seat and there was a passenge·r 
occupying the other seat, so that there was no place for an 
additional passenger to ride, even if Baise had desired to give 
Hollifield a lift. 
Hollifield did .not enter Baise's car by his invitation, ex-
press or implied. Baise did not slow down because he had 
any intention of allowing Hollifield to ride, but Hollifield 
had placed himself at a place near the state highway truck 
and was so dressed that any driver along the highway would 
have mistaken him for a state highway worker in trouble. 
Baise slowed his car down for tha.t purpose and before the 
car stopped Hollifield jumped into the body of the truck. 
Baise did not then give permission for him to ride, although · 
he (lid not undertake to eject him. 
_It. was the contention of the defendant, tha.t, under these 
circumstances, Hollifield was a trespasser and the only duty 
owed ·by Baise was not to wantonly or wilfully injure Holli-
fiela. . 
This question was squarely presented to the. Court in the 
objection to plaintiff's. instructions, by a motion to strike out 
the evidence, motio_n to set aside the verdict, and can be, per-
haps, best illustrated by quoting defendant's Instruction No. 
4, found on p. 88, which was refused by the court, to 'vhich 
exooption was duly taken. 
''DEFENDANT~S INSTRU·CTION NO. 4. 
The Court instructs the jury that if they believe from the 
evidence that plaintiff, without an invitation or permission, 
express or implied, from Baise and before Baise knew of 
his intention, climbed into the body of Baise's truck, that then 
plaintiff was a trespasser and the fact that Hais(l did not 
protest or object does not. of itself change plaintiff's status. 
Under such circumstances ·the only duty that Baise owed 
plaintiff was not to wilfully or wantonly do any act to inj~re 
plaintiff. Mere lack of ordinary care, or the negligent vio-
lation of a statute is not sufficient unless such_ conduct showed 
a wilful desire· to injure plaintiff or a 'vanton and reckless 
~isregard of his safety.'' . 
· The trial court, over defendant's objection, . adopted the 
theory that Hollifield occupied the relationship of passenger 
or invited guest to Baise and that Baise was liable for lack 
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of ordinary care and that the mere technical violation of a · 
statnte, of which Ba.is_e had no knowledge, constituted neg-
ligence per se for which Baise was liable. 
The various exceptions referred to repeatedly brought 
these questions clea;rly before the trial court. The court not 
only refused proper instructions whicP,. undertook to define 
tha duty of the driver of the car to this trespasser, but, on 
the contrary, instructed the jury that Baise owed a higher 
duty to Hollifield than if he had invited him into his car, 
the court going so far as to definitely instruct the jury. that 
the failure to give a sig"Dal with· his horn, in violation of a.n 
alleged statute passed for the protection of pedestrians using 
the intersection, constituted negligence per se and that the 
mere/ bare failure to comply with a statute to drive a.n auto-
mobile fifteen ·miles an hour past this intersection also con-
stituted negligence per se. In other words the court held the 
defendant, Baise, to a. ve-,:y high degree of care although ·Hoi-· 
lifield was in his automobile without his invitation or per-
mission. 
This specific question has never been expressly passed upon 
by the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia so far as we 
are aqvised, but the case of 
11-lorris vs. Peyton, 148 Va. 812, 
'vould clearly indicate that, having once established the plain-
tiff to be a trespasser, the rule of ordinary care does not ap-
ply. In the above-mentioned case, the court said at page 
8~: . . 
'' Wha·t ~s known as the doctrine of the Turntable Cases has 
been repudiated, and very properly so, in Virginia. 
Walker vs. Potomac, F. & P.R. R. Co., 105 Va .. 226, 53 S. 
E. 113, 4 L. R. A. (N. S.) 80, 115 Am. St. Rep. 871, 8 
~n. Cas. 862. · · 
What happens to a trespasser, whether adult_ or infant, 
when upon one's -property· without · tthe knowledge of the 
qwner, involves no infringement of the maxim sic utere tuo 
~t alienum non laedas. '' 
. . 
_ The courts of oth~r states in well-reasoned opinions have 
l~eld that the only duty owed, under such circumstances, was 
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not to wilfully or wantonly injure a trespasser or bare li-
eensee. 
Thus, upon the theory that a boy who was killed, while 
riding with several other boys in a car driven by another 
boy, was not invited by the latter, but jumped into the car 
of his own accord, or possibly was invited only by one of the· 
others, and was accordingly a mere licensee, a finding in the 
driver's favor was held warranted, no wilfulness being 
shown, in · 
. Gruda vs. Karbowski (1928), .6 N. J. Mis. R. 49, 139 Atl. 
893. . 
So it was held in Woodruff vs. Lawlor (1928), 6 N. J. Mis. 
R. 219, 140 Atl. 430, that a finding in favor of a car owner 
could be justified on the ground that the jury might have 
concluded that the plaintiffs were licensees, rather than 
guests, ·where there was a sharp conflict in the evidence as· 
to whether they asked to be taken or were invited. 
Where the plaintiff occupies the relationship of trespasser, 
there is- lia.bility only for wanton or wilful misconduct. 
Higbee Cmn1)(11ny vs. JValter Jackson (Ol:lio, 1920), 128 N. 
E. 61; 14 A. L. R. 131. 
We can perceive no difference between the duty owed to 
one riding on a vehicle in violation of the master's instruc-
tions, though by permission of the servant actually in charge, 
than the duty owed to one riding in a vehicle operated- by 
the owner without his permission, express or implied. 
In the above mentioned case, 
14 A. L. R., p. 147, 
the following is sta.ted to be the rule,. supported by number~· 
less authorities: . 
· ''One riding 9n a vehicle by the permission of a servant, in. 
violation of his master's instructions, is not, according fo the 
weight of authority, deprived of all recourse against the mas-
ter for an injury sustained, though the servant, in granting 
the permission, is not acting within the scope of his employ:.. 
·ment, or is not clothed by the master with the apparent an-· 
thority to grant it. In the case of such an unauthorized per:-
-~------, 
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, mission to a·third person to be on the vehicle, itis. generally 
held that, although the master is not required to exercise 
the same degree of care as where the permission is authorized 
actually or ostensibly, he is nevertheless liable fo.r a wanton, 
wilful, or reckless injury inflicted on the third person by a 
servant who is acting within the scope of his employment.'' 
.Among the ca.ses cited as authority in that case is 
Virginia lJfid!amd R~. Co. vs. Roach (1887), 83 Va. 375. 
There Roach, at the invitation of the engineer and conduc-
tor, rode as a passenger on the engine of a locomotive in 
Pittsylvania County and in the derailment which followed, 
there was sufficient evidence to show negligence had he been 
a passenger in the strict sense of the word, but the court 
said: 
''The plaintiff was a wrong-doer the moment he stepped 
his foot upon the engine, and so continued :until he was in-
jured, and cannot ·sustain this action.', 
In Walker vs. F~tller, (1916) 223 Ma.ss. 556, 112 N. E. 230, 
it appeared that the plaintiff was injured in a collision while 
·riding in an automobile with the permission of the chauffeur, 
an employee of the defendant, but in violation of the def.end-
ant's instructions to the chauffeur. It also appeared that 
the instructions had -been violated on other occasions, but it 
was not shown that the defendant knew of such violations. 
The· court held that the plaintiff was a trespasser, and could 
not recover from the defendant for his injury, since he did 
not have permission to ride from anyone authorized by the 
defendant to grant such permission. 
Should it be said that. the plaintiff, however, in this case 
was n.ot a trespasser or an implied invitee, it is then sub-
mitted that the court was in error in refusing defendant's in-
struction No. 5, p. 89. This instruction was lifted literally, 
almost, from· the ru~e as laid down in 
Morris vs. Peyto'!t, 148 Va. 812, at page 824, 
and that case is cited as full authority for the contention that 
it should have been given and that the instructions, given 
for the plaintiff, heretofore _referred to stating s. different 
rule, constituted prejudicial error. 
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Certainly· it·cannot be said that the defendant, Baise, hi this 
ease was, looking at it from the point of view most adverse 
to him, anything but a volunta:ry undertaker. This Honorable 
Court laid down a very specific and true rule as to a volun-
tary undertaker, beginning on page 823 of 
Morris vs. Peyton, supra, 
as follows: 
'''Adopting, then,. the modern method of' statement, we 
think that the true rule of liability on the part '<>fa voluntary 
undertaker should be . this, that he be required to exercise 
tha.t degree of care and caution which would seem reasonable 
and proper from the character of the thing undertaken,' and 
further: 
'In other words, we perceive the true rule to be thaf the 
gratuitous undertaker shall be mindful of the life' and -limb 
of his guest, and shall not unreasonably expose-her to addi-
tional peril. This would seem to be a sane, sound and work-
able rule; one consistent with established legal principles and 
just to both parties. It lea:ves the determination of the issue 
to the jury as a question of fact.' 
_ The doctrine of a majority of the courts is thus stated in 
Perkins vs. Galloway, 194 Ala. 265, 69 So. 875, L. R. A. 1916E 
1.190: 
'The- express or implied duty of the owner or driver to the 
occupant of the car is to exercise reasonable care in its op-
~ration not· to unreasonably expose to danger and injuries 
the occupant by increasing the hazard of that method of 
travel.· lie must exercise the care and diligence which a man 
of_ reasonable prudence, engaged in like business, would ex-
ercise for his own protection and the protection of his family 
and property-a care which must be reasonably commensu-
rate with the nature and hazards attending this particular 
mode of travel.' '' · · 
Was "There 81i_.f-{icient Evidence to Submit to the Jury t_he 
·. . Question of Contributory Ne,qli,qence of the 
Plaimtitf, H ollifield1 
. 
First, it is submitted that the· plaintiff, Hollifield, in en-
tering the truck without permission and seating himself in a 
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place not provided for passengers, was guilty of contributory 
negligence upon the same theory that a person who stands 
on or clings to tl1e running board of a car is guilty of con-
tributory negligence. It is apparent that his injury would 
not have been received but for his position in the car. When 
ihe collision occurred, having no sort of support, he was 
thrown bodily from the ea.r, whereas the driver of the car, 
Baise, received no injury. It is submitted that this Court has 
impliedly held in 
Morris vs. Peyton, supra, 
that a person who stands upon the running board· of an au-
tomobile is guilty of contributory negligence as a matter of 
law and it would seem to follow by analogy that a person 
who seats himself in a place not provided for passengers 
worild, at least, raise a question which should be submitted 
to the jury as to whether or not he was guilty of contributory 
negligence. 
Second, the plaintiff's main reliance to show negligence 
upon the part of Baise was as to .the speed of the automobile, 
and yet the evidence is undisputed (although he now contends 
tltis automobile was being· driven in violation of law af~. 
high and reckless ra.te of speed) that, without protest or ob-
jection, he occupied the position of an alleged passenger and, 
therefore, h.e was guilty of contributory negligenee if the 
jury so believed. 
And it was held in 
Brown vs. Da11-'is (1927), 84 Cal. App. 180, 257 Pac. 877, 
that the question whether the guest's failures to remonstrate 
against excessive speed amounted to contributory negligence 
should be left to the jury. 
The Court Sho-uld Hav·e Held as a Matter of Law That There 
Was no C(JIU,Sal Connection Between the .Alleged Vio- . 
lation pf the Statutes a;nd the Collision. 
The. mere violation of a statute may, under ·some circum-
stances, be held negligence, but the plaintiff must certainly 
go further and establish not only the violation but tha.t this 
violation was the ~roximate -cause of the aecident. 
. We cannot ·better express this view tha.n to quote from the 
recent opinion of Justice· Epes, speaking for this Court, in 
.JO Supreme Court of Appeals of Vh·ginia. 
Virginian Railway Oo. vs. Hcdey (March, 1931), 157 S. liJ. 
776, at page 784, where the ·Court said: 
''-This rule, universally applicable when a recovery 1a 
sought for breaches of comrp.on law duties, is equally ap-
plica.ble where a recovery is sought for the breach of a statu-
tory duty, unless the statute, expressly or by necessary im-
plication, provides that a. recovery ma.y be had where damage 
occurs coincident with or following the violation of the stat-
llte, thoug·h there be no causal connection between the viola-
tion of the statute and the damage which occurred. 
'No action can be maintained upon an aet of negligence, 
unless the breach of duty has been the cause of the damage. 
The fact that the defendant has been guilty of negligence 
followed by an· accident, does not make him liable for the re-
sulting injury, unless that was occasioned by the negligence~ 
The connection of cause and effect must be established. And 
the defendant's breach of duty, not merely his act, must be 
the cause of the plaintiff's damage.' 1 .Sherman and Redfield 
on the Law of Neg. (5th Ed.), par. 25~ 
'All authorities agree that the plaintiff· cannot recover 
upon mere proof of his injury. Ooincident with the defend-
ant's breach of a statute or ordinance ... e * In such a case, 
the action would fall for want of connection between the de-
fendant's negligence and the plaintiff's damage. The plain-
tiff must prove that the breach of regulations was the proxi-
. mate cause of his damage. That will not be presumed. And, 
therefore, non-compliance with a statutory requirement, how-
ever stringent., affords no ground of action, if compliance 
therewith would not have prevented the injury.' 1 Sherman 
and Redfield on Law of Neg. (5th Ed.), par. 27. 
J\{r. Freeman, in his valuable note on Proximate Cause, in 
36 Am. St. Rep. 807-861, at page 817, says: 
'The gElnP.ral rule is that, if a breach of a sta.tufe is relied 
upon by the plaintiff as a cause of action he must show not 
only that he is one of the class for whose benefit the statute 
created a duty, * 41: e but, also, that the breach of the statute 
is the ·proximate cause of the injury: * • • The question is, 
was the breach a cmusa sine qua non, a cause which, if it had 
not existed, the injury would not have taken place. • • • The 
doctrine held in some early cases, that a. breach of statutory 
duty was evidence not only of negligence, but also that such 
negligence caused the injury complained of, is now aban-
doned.' · 
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In 2 Elliott on Railroads ( 3rd Ed.), par. 842, p. 227 (section 
711 of 1st Ed.), the author says: 
· 'The rule, supported by th~ weight of authority, is that 
while one who violates a statute or an ordinance m~.y be ;re .. 
garded as a wrong-doer, and the act regarded as negligence, 
still it may or ma.y not be· the proximate cause of the in· 
jury complained of according to the facts of the particular 
case. • • * It is generally held, and this we regard as the 
true. doctrine, that the element of proximate cause must be 
established, and that it will not necessarily be presumed from 
the fact that an ordinance or statute has been violated. Neg-
ligence, no matter in what it consists, cannot create a right 
of action unless it is the proximate cause of the injury eom-
plained of by the plaintiff.' " · 
There was absolutely no evidence that the ·speed in excess 
·of fifteen miles an hour has any connection wha.te,ver with the 
accident. In other words, the mere fact that a statute was 
violated in exceeding fifteen miles an hour, had no bearing 
whatever on the collision and certainly this is true as to fail-
ure to sound the horn. . : ! ~ I ! l J t. ·I 
The Court not only refused to hold, as a matter of law, 
that the case did not present one of proximate cause, but re-
fused defendant's instruction No. 7, which, it is submitted, 
correctly set out the rule, p. 89. -
Petitioner avers that a copy of this petition was delivered 
to the office of Mr. Hugh T. Williams, Counsel for Plaintiff 
in the trial court, on September 23, 1931. 
·Oounsel for petitioner desire fo be heard orally on the ap-
plication for writ of error and supersedeas and will adopt 
this petition as their opening brief. 
'Vherefore, your petitioner prays that a writ of error and 
.c;upersedeas ~y be granted him and that said judgment may 
be reversed and judgment entered for the defendant. 
Your petitioner will ever pray, etc. 
Respectfully, 
HOWARD· BAISE. 
By HARRIS, HARVEY & BROWN, 
Counsel. 
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Virginia, 
· · City .of Danville, to-wit: 
I, the undersigned a.ttorney at law, practicing in the Su-
preme Court of Appeals. of Virginia, do certify that in my 
opinion there is error in the judgment complained of i~ the 
foregoing petition, for which said judgment should be re-
viewed and reversed. 
MALCOLM K. HARRIS. 
Received September 24, 1931. 
H. S. J. 
Writ granted; supersedeas awarded. Bond $3,000.00! 
October 10, 1931. 
E. W. HUDGINS. 
Received October 19, 1931. 
H. ~. J. 
VIRGINIA: 
.Pleas before the Judge of the Corporation Court of Dan-
. ville, at the Courthouse thereof, on the 14th day of April, 
. 1931. . 
Be· it remembered, that heretofore, to-wit: On the 23rd 
day of .January, 1931, came J. E. Hollifield, by his Attorn.ey, 
and filed in the Clerk's Office of said Court, his Notice to re-
cover judgment against Howard Baise, which Notice is in the 
following __ words and figures, to-wit: . · · 
"NOTICE." 
To Howard Baise~ 
Please take notice that I shall, on the 8th day of February, 
1931, at 10 :00 o'clock A. M., or as soon thereafter as I may 
be heard, move the Judge of the Corporation Oourt of the 
City of -Danville, Virginia, for judgment against you in the 
sum of Ten Thousand ($10,000.00) Dollars, due to me by you 
for damages I sustained by reason of your negligence under 
the following circumstances, to-wit: 
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·That heretofore, to-wit: on the 27th day of September, 
1930, I was riding in your Ford R.oadster Truck at your spe-, 
cial instance and request as a passenger, and it then and 
there became your duty to drive ·and operate your said Ford 
R.oadster Truck with. ordinary care and in compliance with 
the sta.tute laws, so as to avoid injuring me; yet you, dis-
regarding your duty in this respect and while driving your 
said Ford Roadster Truck along the highway in 
County, North Carolina, about twelve (12) miles south of 
Sanford, North Carolina., did drive your automobile so care-
lessly, improperly, unlawfully, and negligently and in viola-
tion of the statute laws, that you ran it against another auto-
mobile at· an intersecting road, whereby I was 
page 2 ~ thrown with grea.t violence and caught between your I 
said Ford Roadster Truck and the car which you 
struck, and was thereby gTeatly bruised, hurt and wounded, 
and became and was sick, sore, lame and disordered, and have 
so continued from the date of the said injury, all the result 
in part or in whole of violent blows about my body, my collar-
bone being broken, four (4) of my ribs broken, my chest 
crushed in, my lungs punctured, my right shoulder crushed, 
my nose broken, and my right ear cut almost off, my legs cut, 
brusied and skinned, the skin knocked off my lips and face, 
·several of my teeth knocked out, and I received internal in-
juries; that I was placed in .Scott's Hospital at Sanford 
where I remained more than three (3) weeks and, although 1 
was not a.ble to leave said hospital, by reason of lack of funds 
I was discharged therefrom, with my right arm practically 
paralyzed as a result of these injuries, my body weakened' 
and, although before the aooident I was a strong, healthy, ro-
bust man, I am now a. physical and nervous wreck and un-
able to do any sort of g·ainful work. And by reason of the 
said accident, I have contracted to pay large sums of money 
in endeavoring to be cured of the said wounds, hurts, sick-
ness and disorder and I am permanently injured and will 
not henceforth be .able to pursue my usual trade ad calling .. 
That· in addition to the aforesaid acts of negligence on your 
part, you were particularly and specifically negligent in vio-. 
lating Section 2616 of the Consolidated Statutes of North 
Carolina, w:hich reads as follows : "2616. Driving regula-
tions; frightened animals; crossings. A person operating_ 
or driving a. motor vehicle shall, on signal by raising tl1e 
hand, from a person riding, leading, or driving a horse or 
horses or other draft animals, bring such motor vehicle im-
mediately to a stop, and if traveling in the opposite direc-
tion, remain stationary so long as may be reasonable to al-
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low such horse or other anim-al to pass, a.nd, if trav·e.lin,g in 
the same direction, use reasonable caution in th~reafter pass,. 
ing such horse or other animal ; P:rovide.d, that i~ 
page 3 ~ case such horse or other animal appea.ra badly 
fright~ned, and th~ p~rson ~perating such m.otor 
vehicle is so signaled to do, such person shall oau~;!e. th~ motor · 
of the motor vehicle to ceas~ runQ.ing so long as .f;lh~Jl b~ 
reasonably :necessary to prevent accident and ,i:qaure. the 
safety of others; and it shall also be the duty Qf any male 
chauffeur or driver of any motor vehicle and othe.:r male oc-
cupants thereof over the age of sixteen ye.ara whUe passing 
any horse, horses or other draft animals which appear 
frightened, upon the request of the person in charge thereof 
and driving such horse or horses or other dr~ft apii:nals, to 
give such as~istance as would be reasonable to insure ·the 
safety of aU perso~s concerned and to prevent acQident. II\ 
approaching or passing a car Qf a ~tre.et railway whjQh h~~ 
been stopped to allow passengers to alight or ~mbark, the op~ 
erator of every motor vehicle shall slow dQwn.~ a.nd shl\ll 
bring said vehicle to a full stop when going il\ the. same. di.., 
recti on as the street car. Upon ~pp.rqachipg a. pedestrial\ 
who is upon the traveled part of any highway and not upo:Q. 
a sidewalk, and upon approaching an interse.c,ting h\ghWl\Y 
or a ~urve, or a corner in a highway where the ope:rato·:r 's 
view is obstructed, every person operating a. motor vehicle 
shall slow do,vn and give a timely signal with his bell, horn, 
or other device for signaling. Upon appr-cu\chi:ng an tnter ... 
secting highway, a bridge, dam, sharp curve, or d~ep de-. 
sc~nt, ·and also in traversing !3UCh intersecting highway,. 
bridge, dam, ~urve, or descent, a person operating· a.. motor-. 
vehicle shall hav~ ·it under control and operate it at suc,h 
speed, not to e~ceed ten miles an hour, h&ving r~ga.rd to the: 
traf,fic then on s.uch highway and the s~fety Qf the, p1;1blic' ', 
in that you failed to give a· signal with either bell, horn, or· 
other device for signaling, and that you did not have your car 
under control wheu approaching a:n interaect.ing highwa:Y, and 
l specificaJly charge you with. negligence in, violating Section 
2618 of the Consolidated Statutes of North Caro.., 
pa,e 4 ~ lina, which reads as follows: · · .. . 
'' 2618. N Q: person shall operate a. motor vehicle ·upon the 
public highways o~ this state recklessly or at a r~te of speed 
greater than is reasonable and proper 'haviqg reg~rd to the 
width, traffic and use of the highway, or so as to endanger the 
property or the life or limb of any person; Provided that 
no person shall operate a motor vehicle on anY public high-
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way, road or street of this stat~ ~t a, :r~.te of speed in excess 
of · 
(A) Twenty miles per hour in the built-up residential sec-
tion of any village, to\vn o:r eity; Provided that on any high,. 
wa.y, road or street entering any city, town or village the 
built-up residential secHQn ~hall be construed to begin at the 
fir~t point bet,veen which point and a point one thousand feet 
away on said street, road or highway there are as many as 
eight residences. 
(B) Twelve miles per hour in the business portion of any 
town or city, -
(C) Fifteen :r;nil~s per hour while passing any church or 
school when p~o.ple ~r~ leaving or entering. 
(D) Fifteen.. mil~s per hou.r h1 traversing an int~rsection 
of highwa,ys when the dri.ver?'s view is obat.ructed. A driver's 
view shall be· dee.:rne.d tQ be f>b~h·uGted when a.t any time dur .. 
ing the last one hundred feet o.f his approach to such inter ... 
sootion he does not have a. clear and uninterrupted view upon 
all of the highways enter~n.g such intersection for a distance 
~f two· ht,nclred fe~t from such intersection. 
(E) Fifteen ~les per b_Qurs in traversing ·or going around 
corners of a hig~hway or at apex or vertical curves when tlie 
d1iver's view is obstructed within a distance of three hundred 
feet along such highway in the direction of travel and at 
p1aees where thE) road i~ llnd~· repair Qr construction, 
(F) Thirty-five miles per hQur o.n. IJ.ll highways beyond the 
built-up residential section of incorporated cities or towns 
e~cept at points describ~d i~ ~ub..-sections 0, D and E of this 
Seetion. 
p;;tge 5 ~ '' Th~ governing body of every incorporated city 
or town shall h~ve authority by ordinaneQ to make 
i rea.son~.ble street crossing regulation~. 
I 
( . , 'No person shall operate upon the public highways or 
streeta a motor v~hiele with a muffler cutout open o:r with ex-
haust whistle or other objectionable signal devices. This 
section shall not be construed as repealing any public, local 
}fl'\V p:roviding for a gre~te·r rate. of speed than herein speci-
fied or a different penalty for the. violation thereof'', in that 
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yon violated every snb-sootion thereof and as a direct and 
proximate cause of the negligence complained of, I was in-
. jured as aforesaid and, therefore, I shall move the Court as 
aforesaid on the date aforeS'aid for judgment against you in 
the sum of Ten Thousand ($10,000.00) dollars. 
J. E. HOLLIFIELD, 
By Counsel. 
HUGH T. WILLIAMS', 
HUGH T. WILLIAMS, Counsel. 
"OFFl!CER'S RETURN ON NOTICE." 
Ji]xecuted on the 23rd day of J anua.ry, 1931, by delivering 
a true copy of the within Notice to S. Pauline Baise, the wife 
of Howard Baise, who was found at the usual place of abode 
of the said Howard Baise, he not being found there. And 
the said S. Pauline Baise being a member of his family and 
above the age of 16 years, I explained the purport thereof 
to her. All done within my bailiwick. 
Fee, 50c. 
P. H. BOISS.EAU, 
Sgt. City of Danville, Va. 
By JOSEPH H. STE·WART, 
Deputy Sgt. 
page 6 r And at another day, to-wit: At a Corporation 
Court of Danville, held at the Courthouse thereof, 
on the 13th day of April, 1931. 
This day came the parties by their attorneys, and on motion 
of the plaintiff, it' is ordered tha.t the defendant file a state-
ment of his grounds o.f defense relied on in this cause, which 
is accordingly .filed. Thereupon the said defendant saith that 
he is not guilty in manner and form as in the plaintiff's No-
tice against him is alleged, and of this ·he puts himself upon 
the Country and. the plaintiff doth the like . 
. Whereupon came a jury, to-wit: C. B.·Walke, A. R. Parker, 
T. A. Campbell, Ha.rry W. Spencer, C. H. Culpepper, W. L. 
Fox and Geo. ·C. Ahl;>ott, who being elected tried a.nd sworn 
ac<!ording to law, well and truly to try the issue joined, and 
having heard the evidence in full, were by consent of parties 
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nnd ·with the a·ssent of the Court adjourned till tomorrow 
morning at' 10 o'clook. 
''GROUNDS OF DE]'ENSE.'' 
. 1! Defendant/ was guijty of ·no ·negligence which was the 
proximate cause of the accident. 
2. Plaintiff did not suffer the damages in the ·amount -
claimed. 
3. Defendant .owed plaintiff no duty of prevision-as plain-
tiff was· not an invitee, but assumed the risk by voluntarily · 
placing himself in defendant's ca.r. 
4. Plaintiff was guilty of contributory negligence in that 
he undertook to ride on said car in a. place ·not meant for 
passengers, and failed to use ordinary care. for his own pro-
tection by not giving or offering any protest as to the alleged 
violation of the laws of North Carolina. · · 
5.' Plaintiff was what is knoWn. as a "Hitch-Hiker" .and 
there was no duty owed him by defendant. 
HARRIS, HARVEY & BROWN, 
For Defendant. 
page 7} And now at this day, to-wit: At the same Court, 
held at the Courthouse thereof, on the 14th day of 
April, 1931, being the day and ·year first herein mentioned~ 
This day came again the parties by their ·.attorneys, and 
the jury sworn in this cause· appeared in Court according to 
their adjournment on yesterday, and having heard the a.rgu-
ment of counsel, were sent out of Court ·to· consult of their 
verdict and after some time returned and upon their oath do 
say, ''We the jury find for the plaintiff and assess his dam-
ages at $2,000.00". 
Whereupon the said defendant moved the Court to set aside 
~aid verdict and enter final judgment in his favor or to grant 
him.a new trial, on the grounds that the same is contrary to 
the law and the evidence and is without evidence to support 
it, which motions having been considered by the Co:urt are 
overruled. 
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Therefore, it is considered by the Court that the plaintiff 
recover against the said defendant Two Thousand Dollars 
($2,000.00) his damages by the jurors in their verdict ascer-
tained, with interest thereon a.t six per cent ... per annum froin 
today, to-wit: the 14th day of April, 1931; till paid, and his 
costs by him about his Notice in this behalf expended. And 
the said defendant in Mercy, &c. 
To which action of the Coprt in refusing to set aside said 
verdict and overruling the/defendant's motion to enter final 
judgment in his favor~- t~ grant him a new trial, and in 
entering up judgment on said verdict against him, the said 
defendant by counsel excepts. 
- And the said defendant intimating to the Court his inten-
tion to apply. to the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
for a 'vrit of error and s·u.persedeas to the judgment afore-
sttid, it is ordered that the same be suspended for sixty days, 
upon the .said defendant or some one for him, executing be-
fore the Clerk of this Court bond with approved security in 
the penalty of $2,500.00 payable and conditioned according 
to law. 
page 8} ''CERTIFICATE ·oF NOTICE OF APPLICA-
TION FOR CERTIF]CATES OF 
EXCEPTIONS.'' 
The .Court certifies as part of the record in this case that 
the fololwing certificates of exceptions Nos. 1 to 6, inclusive, 
were presented to the Court on the lOth day of J nne, 1931, 
and there was attached thereto a notice in writing to Hugh 
T. Williams, Attorney of Record for J. E. Hollifield, specify-
ing the time and place of presenting same, which notice was 
duly served on the said Hugh T. Williams, Attorney, in per-
son by the Sergeant of the City of Danville on the 18th day 
of May, 1931. 
Teste: This 16th day of J nne, 1931. 
HENRY C. LEIGH, Judge.-
"CERTIFICATE· OF EXCEP.TION.S NO. 1." 
The following evidence, which is hereby· identified as all 
of the evidence introduced both by the plaintiff and defend-
ant in the above case, is hereby identified by the court as part 
of the record. 
Given under my hand this 16th day of June, 1931. 
HENRY C. LEIGH, Judge. 
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''EVIDENCE.'' 
page 9 ~ DR. C. W. PRITCHETT. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By 1\{r. Williams : 
Q. I believe you were appointed by the court to examine 
:Wir. Hollifield this morning? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you know anything about the case prior to this 
morning? 
A. No, not a thing. Never heard of him or the case. 
Q. Have you examined him in conjunction with Dr. Scott 
and Dr. Hawkins who made the X-ray? 
A. I have. 
Q. I hand you the X-ray and wish you to state to the jury 
what the X-ray discloses. 
A. F·racture of the· right clavicle with eonsiderabl~ ove~­
lapping-. It has healed but there is considerable overlapping 
of the bone-of the two fragments. 
Q. So a layman can understand, 'vhat is the purpose of 
the clavicle 1 
A. The purpose, of course, is the shoulder. 
Q. Assuming this man is a carpenter with the usual work 
a carpenter performs-did yon examine his body in addition 
fo looking at the X-ray? 
A. I did. 
Q. Will you tell the jury whether this man is permanently 
injured¥ 
A. I think unquestionably he is. 
Q. From your examination will you state whether or not 
he will again be able to do carpenter work? 
A. Not as well as he did before. 
Q .. Examination by other physicians who have seen him 
oftener than you discloses the fact that he has some sort of 
partial paralysis. in his right arm. Is that the natural and 
probable consequence of an injury of that sort Y 
page 10 ~ A. That is due to pressure from a callous and 
misplaced clavicle. 
Judge Leigh: 
Q. Did I understand you to sa.y that was an existing fact? 
A. Yes, he has a neuritis and pa.rtial paralysis from the 
pressure on the break in the· bones. 
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Mr. \Villiams: 
· Q. The man claims that since this injury his digestive or-
gans have not functioned as before. Is that a natural con-
sequence of this sort of trouble Y _ · 
A. Not particularly, except indirootly. Might come from 
a: disorder of his nervous system from his nose and other in-
juries. Not the direct consequence. 
· Q. Did you examine his noseY 
A. I did. Did not examine the channel. 
Q. Did it show a bone broken Y 
A. Unquestionably. 
Q. Can yon tell by that X-ray with reference to his ribs! 
A. Yes. 
·Q. How many does it show broken Y 
A. 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th. 
Q. Assuming a man received these injuries t.he 29th. day 
. of .September of last year (of- course you did not see him at 
that time) will you tell the jury whether or not ·he suffered 
intense pain and suffering. 
:. A. Undoubtedly suffered a great deal of pain. , 
Q. Physicians who first treated him at the time of the in-
jury would be in a better position to tell about that than 
you would! · 
A·. Yes. 
Q. The man stated that prior to this injury he weighed 
around 1'75 to 180 and that since that time he has 
page 11 ~ been nervous, unable to sleep and cannot get up 
above 150~ Is that the natural and probable con-
sequence of an injury of that sort 7 . 
A. If nervous and upset he naturally would not have re-
gained his weight. 
Q. Is there any cure for that situation in him 7 
· A. S'o far as his lung condition is concerned, I do not think 
so. His clavicle might be improved and the .condition of his 
arm to some extent by an operation. 
Q. The hi-story of the case also shows that the right lung 
was punctured, wha.t would be the effect· of thatY 
A. Pressure and collapse of the lung and that is what he 
has. 
Q. Does it show that Y 
A. Yes. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Harris: 
Q. As I understand it a permanent injury to this joint 
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brings about the lessening of-his ability to grip in two fingers 
of his right hand? 
A. Yes. 
Q. That is the ring and middle finger Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. The two middle fingers Y 
A.- His index and little finger are fairly good. 
Q. He simply is unable to grip very tight Y. 
-A. With his ring and middle fingers. .. · 
Q. That comes from the fact that his collarbone was broken 
and is not holding up the pressure on the nerve T 
A. Yes. 
Q. That is because when the collarbone knitted together it 
made a callous place Y · 
· · A. Yes, it is overlapping. One end of the bone is on· top 
of the other. Not an accurate fragmentation.·. 
page 12 ~ Q. I.s. that result usually to be expected from a 
broken collarbone Y. _ 
A. Not always, but in a. severe injury like this it was pretty 
hard to malre it otherwise as I understand. 
Q. 'l'he ribs have healed together? 
- A. They have united. 
- Q. His nose wbere it was broken has grown together but. 
leaves a scar? . 
A. Yes, and there is· a depression. . 
Q. There is another scar on Mr. Hollifield's face which has. 
no connection with the injury¥ 
A. I understand that was there prior to the injury. 
. Q. Cut with a knife as I understand. In the course of time 
'\\ith proper exercise and massage, if his collarbone gets in 
better shape, will the strength in his hands get stronger t 
A. Probably be some improvement. · 
Q. He has no difficulty in using his arm, has he? 
A. It is somewhat disabled. He cannot carry it very far 
back or forward without pain. . 
Q. That will disappear? 
A. That will improve as time goes on, but whether entirely 
well or not I could not say. 
lVIr. Williams : · 
Q. ·You say a severe injury like this. You would call this 
a major injury? . 
A. Yes. 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
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DR ......... SCOTT. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Williams: 
Q. Your name is Dr. Scott and you are the proprietor 01• 
owner of Scott's Hospital in Sanford, N. C.? 
page 13 ~ A. Yes. · 
Q. How long have you been practicing medicine¥ 
A. Graduated in 1897. 
· Q. From what school Y 
A. University of }.faryland, Baltimore. 
Q. Since that time have you been constantly engaged in the 
practice of medicine Y 
A. Yes-. 
Q. At. the present time how long have you been conducting 
a hospital a.t Sanford Y 
A. Since 1923. 
Q. Was this man Hollifield brought to your hospital the 
29th day of September of ,last year Y 
A. My records show the 27th. 
Q. I wish you would in your own way just tell the condi-
ti.t>n you found the man in when brought to your hospital-
what his injuries weret 
A. He was brought in late on Saturday afternoon in an 
nnconsciou~ condition, bleeding rather profusely from his 
nose, with a fractured nose, driven in, with a scalp wound on 
the left side of his forehead about 2112 to 3 inches long, down 
to the bone. Small scalp wou:p.d about half an inch· long on 
the back part of his hea.d. The right clavicle was fractured 
about the middle of the bone, an oblique fracture, the third, 
fourth and fifth ribs were torn loose or separated from· the 
sternum or breastbone. I think the fourth, fifth, sixth and 
seventh ribs were fractured in the axillary, down the side 
immediately below the arm. Bleeding some from his right 
ear. We did not find any injury in the external ear to ac-
count for it so we felt sure the bleeding was coming from 
the inside from the lick he had sustained. All of his reflexes 
were bad, all showing he was in a state of un-
. page 14 ~ consciousness. . · 
Q. With reference to his lungs, wh&.t did it show? 
A. In this fracture the· lung had been punctured by one of 
these pieces of rib bone and he was spitting· up a good deal of 
blood and frothy sputum. 
Q. Right or left lung? 
A. Right. 
. ..l 
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. . 
Q. Does that show the depression of the lung there f (In-
dicating on X-ray ·picture.) 
A. Yes, it does. 
Q. Shows it caused the lung to waste away? 
A. Yes, it drJtrnage to the pleura., that is the membrane that 
~overs both lung a.nd the chest wall. He had a good deal of 
accumulation of blood. That lung in the next few days filled 
up about one-third with blood coming from the injury .. 
Q. Is this what you would call a major injuryY 
A. Yes. 
Q:. Tell the jury whether or not this man suffered intense 
pain °/ 
A. For the first few days he was extremely restless. I 
hardly believe the man in the first week wa.s conscious enough 
to realize anything much. Of course we kept him under the 
influence of drug·s, too. .About the beginning of the second 
week he began to show some intellig·ence. His mind had not 
entirely cleared, but there were times when he would be fairly 
rational and would suffer a great deal if we allowed the mor-
phine go a little too long or tried to cut it down. 
Q. What did you have to do with reference to his com-
fortY 
.A. We had to continua.)ly use morphine and other seda-
tives. 
Q. Did you have to put anything on his body to get him 
together? 
A. Yes, I strapped him. Put one strip from the front mid-· 
line to the mid-line in the back. A'S a consequence we had 
quite a stra.ppihg with adhesive plaster. Only 
page 15 } thing we could use and each time when pressing. 
the :ribs together would oa.use intense pain. 
Q. With these fractures could the man lie down 7 
A. We had to put on a be·d with an adjustable backrest and 
keep bini practically sitting up. 
Q. How long was he in your hospital Y 
A. Something over three weeks, nearly four weeks. 
Q. When he left your hospital, do you know where he was 
taken of your own knowledge! 
A. No, I do not. 
Q. Did his· wife come to see himt 
A. Yes. was down to see him several times. 
Q. What is your bill for· the services rendered? 
A. I think my bill amounted to-h1~t I deducted it do·wn, 
I think the hospital bill was about $100.00. Very nearly. I 
sort of felt sorry for him-he said he did not get the job and 
I only charged him $50.00. · 
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. · Q. That was the amount all deducted downY 
A. I could have charged him very much more. · 
Q. Have you examined him with the other physicians since 
·you have been here this morning? · · 
· A. Yes. 
Q. I wish you would state his present condition with refer-
ence to his injury. What is his present situation 7 
A .. Well, his scalp wound seems to have healed and is per-
fectly normal. Of course the depression in his nose, that is a 
permanent injury. · . 
Q. ·Does that affeet his breathing1 
A. Yes, practically closes one side. 
Q. He cannot breathe on one side at all T 
. A. No. When he ·came in he was bleeding _profusely and I 
did the best I could to put it back. I did run a catheter through. 
. his nose. He was bleeding from the front and 
page 16 ~ from the back and it, was not a question of· trying 
· · · to fix his nose at that time, it was a question of 
saving his life. · 
Q. Question of saving his life-did you despair of it at that 
timef · 
. Objected to. 
Objection sustained. 
Q. How about his arm-from this collarbone¥ 
A. He has a fracture of the collarbone-overla;pped. It 
was an oblique fracture. 
· · Q. Tell the jury what you mean by an oblique fracture Y 
· A. The ends overlapped this way (indicating with his 
hands) and would have to pull the shoulder back to- keep them 
end to end. · 
. Q. In other words it was broken cross ways instead of up 
and downY 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is the result Y 
. A. Overlapping· the bone and a great deal of callous has . 
been thrown out. That is bone tissue. •Callous has projected·. 
down where it laps into the bone. 
Q. What do you find with reference to his gripf 
A. He _has, I would say about one-fourth the amount of 
grip in his right hand he has in his left. 
Q. The movem-ents o.f his arm are impeded probably about 
40%Y · . 
Q. Will you state whether or not h"e has a permanent in-
jury! 
I , 
I, 
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A. Yes. Permanent. 
Q. Will he ever be able to perform the work of carpenter 
as he did before? 
A. No, don't think he will ever be as efficient as he was 
before. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Harris: 
Q. Only two of his fingers are affected 7 
A. He only complains of pain in two. In gripping it seems 
to be all four. Not mueh difference in his power of gripping. 
QM You cannot tell as to his power· of gripping-. that is a 
question of how much he presses downY 
. A: Yes. 
I • 
page 17 ~ Mr. Williams: 
· Q. I wanted to ask yon this so that he can be 
cross examined. You say this is a question of his pressing 
a own. What ·affects tha.t y 
A. ·The brachial plexus of nerves is right underneath this 
· and the way the end of this bone has enlarged, pressing doWii. 
in the area the brachial plexus sholud be, if the brachial 
plexus is in normal condition this bone is undoubtedly press-
ing some on it. 
Q. Explain what is the br-achial plexus f . 
A. A . plexus is simply a lot of nerve trunks that don't 
separat~a provision of nature around joints to take ca.re 
of them in ~ase of accidents and things of that kind. 
Mr. Harris: 
Q. Did you examine this gentleman so a.s to tell what his 
weight was when he was brought to your hospital? 
A. No, I cannot. . 
Q. Apparently any heavier. than he is now Y 
A. Ap-parently about the same. If anything he is probably 
a little heavier now.· . · 
Q. His right ea.r was not cut off? 
A. No.· · 
· Q. The only permanent injury as you· observe is the ques-
tion of grip in his hand f 
A. And the right lung and nose. 
Q. What is the matter with his lungs? 
A. Has loss of expansion and thickening of his pleura and 
his breathing is reduced to probably 40 or 50%, the breath-
ing space in his right lung. · 
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Q. Hi's nose is deformed Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. As to the grip in his hand, the only way you 
page 18 ~ can tell whether he has got is how hard he mashes 
down. You don't know what grip he has .got! 
A. No. 
DR. J. A. HAWlCINS. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By J\fr. Williams: 
Q. You are Dr. J. A. Hawkins? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You have a modern X-ra.y equipment in your office 
hereY 
A. Yes. . 
Q. You are considered by other physicians in Danville. as 
Danville's X-ra.y expert? · 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you make an X-ra.y picture of Mr. Hollifield this 
year. Can yon tell the date you made the picture? · 
A. I can if I have that negative. Jan. 23rd this year. 
Q. You made that picture·· Jan. 23rd Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is that a picture of Mr. Hollifield.? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How long have y'ou been practicing medicine? · 
A. Since 1918 and been doing this since 1920. 
Q. Where were you educated? 
A. :1\Iedical College of Virginia. . 
Q. In addition to taking that X-ray picture, have you ex-
amined this manY 
A. Yes, his shoulder and chest. 
Q. Tell the jury what· the X-ray picture shows 7 
A. Sho,vs fracture of right eolla.rbone and fracture of 4th, 
5th, 6th, 7th and 8th ribs on the right side. The fracture or 
the collarbone had healed into position with one 
page 19 } end of the bone pressing- down quite a bit on his 
. ribs. The ribs on the right h_ave cqllapsed and 
have fallen down. · 
Q. Is that a permanent injury¥ . 
A~ Yes. 
Q. Assuming this man's occupation is that of a carpenter, 
please . tell the jury whether or not in yo~r opinion he will 
' . 
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be able in his condition to do carpenter work as he did form-
erly? 
A. No, he would not. 
Q. There has been some question about the callous sinking 
down on the plexus. Does that X-ray show that callous does 
or does not sign down near the nerve centers 1 .. 
A. The plexus or nerves do not show but the callous is 
.where the plexus is supposed to b~ . 
. Q. From that X-ray picture, assuming that this man says 
that he cannot grip a hammer; that he has pain when ·he 
moves his arm in a certain position and he is nervous and 
his digestive organs are bad, is that the natural and prob-
able result of this injuryY 
A. With this injury he is supposed to be weak in his right 
side. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Harris: 
Q. Breaking a coHarbone is not' a very· serious injury? 
A. Not very serious if it heals up in a right position. 
Q. Why did this not -heal right Y 
A. I don't know. Did not see· him. Q. Much of a job to set a collarbone? 
A. Yes. 
When a man is unconscious and his chest caved in and 
looks like he is going to .die, it is a right big job to set a col-
larbone. . · 
Q. And this was not set rlght7 
A. I don't know. 
page 20 ~ Q: Did it get good result! 
A. No. Lot of times they are set right and 
don't get good result. 
Q. The first time you saw him was in January? 
A. Y-es. 
Q. What is the matt-er with his digestive organs Y 
A. I could not tell. . 
Q. Was there a-nything in the injury to interfere with them? 
A. If he has got a pressure on his brachi.al plexus it. will 
upset his whole nevous system. 
Q. How would you get rid of that pre sure Y 
A. Out in there and take the callous out might get rid of 
it if it did not happen tg dQ too much damage to the nerves. 
1\riight get rid of the trouble by taking the callous out. If 
you take that out more may form. Some people just seem to 
form callous. Will be twice as big as the bone break. 
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. Q. Has anybody ever operated on him for the purpose of 
scraping the· callous off? . 
A. I don't know. I have not seen. him since January. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Williams: 
· Q. In view of the fact that Mr. Hollifield had an oblique 
fracture it is far harder to heal than one broken up and downY 
A. Yes. · 
Q. Mr. Harris spoke of an operation. You said it might be 
~one. It would be a dangerous propositio.n Y 
A. Yes. You could but there is a big artery ·right under 
this clavicle and it might be surrounded by this callous. 
Q. In other words any doctor would hesitate before pet-
forming such an operation T 
A. .Any doctor except .an orthopedic surgeon. 
page 21 ~ Q. What does this X-ray show with reference 
to the right lung? · 
A. His right chest .is partially collapsed and has crowded 
his lung down into less space than it normally had. . 
Q. Is that a permanent situation! 
A. Yes. • 
Q. What effect does that have upon his respiratory sys-
tem! 
A. His respiration is about half what it should _be. 
Q. That is it is only about half what it is in a normal man 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. What are your charges for this X-rayY 
A .. $15.00. 
-
Judge Leigh: If the X-ray was taken merely for the pur-
pose of use in this suit, it would not be an element of dam-
age. 
DR. J. T. DAVES. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Williams: 
. Q. You are Dr. John Daves. You are a practicing physi-
cian. Where were you educated Y · 
A. University of Maryland. 
Q. Is that considered an A school Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Since that time where have you practiced Y 
··I 
l 
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A. 'l;he l~st ten years. (I graduated in '17) I have been here 
and previous to tha.t time I was in a hospital. · 
Q. Did you make an examination of Mr.· Hollifield? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was that recently 7 
A. Several months ago. 
page 22 ~ Q. It was about the time Dr. Hawkins examined 
. him-7 
A. Yes, I think so. 
Q. Did you s~nd him to Dr. Hawkins for an X-ray! 
.A;- Yes. · · 
Q. Then if Dr. Ha:wkins said the picture was ·made the 
23rd of January, that is about the time you saw himY 
· A. Yes. · 
- Q.· Have you seen the X-ray picture sinceY 
A. Not until this morning. 
Q. What does it show? 
A. Fraetured clavicle in right side and sevral ribs broken· 
and collapsed lung. 
- Q. I wish you would elaborate on the collapsed lung. 
A. He has had a puncture wound in this lung. It cannot ex~ 
pand but so mueh. I imagine he must have about half from 
this X-ray. . 
Q. Is that a permanent injury? 
A. Yes, I don't' think it will come back and fill the chest 
waU. This space out here. Certainly half of it. 
Q. On this fractured clavicle, what does X-ray show with 
referen:ee to the. ~llous that ntaure has thrown up 7 
A. He has got quite a hit of callous. · . 
Q. Would that affect the right arm and shoulder? . -
A. Will have loss. of _funetion there. 
Q. Yon say his lung is about 50% collapsed Y 
A. I should say tha.t was due to the experience he has had 
in here. (Indi.ca.tes on picture.} · 
.CROS'S EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Harris: · 
Q. You say there will be SOPle lo~t function in 
. page 23 ~ his arm by reason of this t . . 
A. Due to overlapping he has not get the func-
tion to use his arm. Has not strength in his . ann 
a~4 also has p_ressure. on the brachial plexus which is due 
to the callous. The internal end of the bone or the external 
end if sloping down. I imagine the entire end of the external 
fragment is making as much trouble as anything. 
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Q. The collarbone has knitted up 1 
A. I ha:ve not seen him in some time. He might have a 
unit there but I doubt if it improves. 
Q. As soon as it is healed up he· will not have any mqre 
pain? 
A. He will have pain as long a$ he is getting pressure from 
the ·callous. • · ·. · · · 
Q. What would you do to cure itf 
A. How long since it was broken f 
Mr. Williams: September last. 
Dr. Daves: 
A. If it is due to the end of the bone pressing down,. if 
you raise that up that will· corr(M}t it. If. he has not a com-
plete destruction of the nerve fibres. You might cut tl1e cal-
lous, but if depends when you get in there on how close it is to 
th~ artery. 
Q. To correct the pain it would be necessary to have a~ 
opertaion for the purpose of.lifting up the bone-that would 
recelive it? 
A. I think so. 
FITZHUGH LEE· WARREN. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Williams: . 
. Q. You are Fitzhugh Lee Warren and you live here in Dan-
ville? · 
.l\.. Yes. 
Q. Were you riding with Mr. Baise in last September ··at 
the time his automobile collided with Mrs. Webster's carY 
A. I was. 
Q. Where did Mr. Baise and yourself eome 
page 24 ~ from? · 
A. Fairm<>nt. 
Q. A tobacco market in North Carolina f . 
A. Yes. 
Q. Where were you going to f 
A. Coming home. · 
Q. To Danville Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. At what point on that road did you all first see 1\{r.· 
Ifollifield? 
A. Down near Ft. Bragg. 
------, 
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Q. How far below where the accident happened 1 
A. 15 to 20 miles. I don't recall exactly how far. 
Q. In your own way and in your own words, begin at the . 
time you first sa'v Mr. Hollifield, about him. getting on the 
truck and coming on up to the point where you had the acci-
dent, tell us just what happened. What was the situation 
about Mr. Hollifield's getting· on the car? 
A. He held his hand i.:tp for us to stop and he got on the 
truck and was going with us.· 
Q. Was there any conversation with him. Y 
A. Mr. Baise asked him what was the trouble and,he said 
was not any trouble he wanted to ride. 
Q. Wha.t did Mr. Baise tell him T 
A. Never told him nothing. 
Q. What happened? . 
A. Started the. truck and he came with us. 
Q. Did Mr. Baise tell him to get offY 
A. No. 
Q. Make any objection to his getting on Y 
A. No. 
Q. Where were you sitting in the truck 7 
page 25 ~ A. On the seat side of Mr. Baise. 
Q. Where was Mr. Hollifield sitting 7 
A. In the truck body. 
Q. Back end of this carT 
.l\.. Yes. 
Q. When you got down to the point of this accident, what 
is above this cross-road some little distance? 
A. A little rise. Going up a little grade. . 
Q. When you came up· to that little grade, tell the jury 
whether or not you could see on the other side y 
A. Could not see anything coming from the other way un-
til you got on the grade. · 
Q. Tell the jury whether you said anything to Mr. Baise 
before you got to the top of the rise¥ 
A. I mentioned to him that going up the slant so rapid he 
could not see what was coming from the other side. 
· Q.. When you got up to the top of the rise how far was it 
down to this intersection of the road Y 
A. Possibly 75 steps, I reckon. 
Q. How fast did you all come over that rise? 
A.·I don't know. It appeared we were making possibly 40· 
miles: Did not have a speedometer on the car. l\faking all 
the truck would make. 
·Q. Wha.t sort of truck was it f 
· A. T Model Ford. I 
••• I 
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~ Tell the. jury whether you saw anything as you came 
over the ridge Y · 
, A. As we came over the rise and started down. the slant 
grade into this road 50 steps ahead of us I hollered to Mr. 
Baise to look out. 
. Q .. Did you know at tha.t time who was driving the other 
car coming into the main highway7 
A. No. 
page 26 ~ Q. Could you tell . 1Vhether it was a man or 
womanf · 
. A. No. 
Q. Was it possible for you or Mr. Baise or anybody to see 
that car until it came out. at the end of that intersection 1 A. No. · · · · 
Q. Whyf 
A. A long store and a big cornfield here and no way coulCl 
see the car until it passed the corner of the store and got out 
into the road. 
Q. You ·said a minute ago yon hollered ·to Mr. Baise! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did Mr. Baise check his speed at allY 
A. Did not see him check any. I anything he gradually 
- picked up going down that grade. 
Q. I hand you herewith what purports to be a map of this 
road. Yon were coming from Fairmont ·to Danville¥ 
A. Yes. · 
Q. I understand when you got up here 75 or 80 feet was a, 
rise in the road! 
.A. Yes. 
Q; When you got over the rise you saw a. car coming up Y 
A. One come by the store. You could not see until it got 
by the store. There is a porch and gas tank out from the 
store a.nd a shed over the top of it bnt.yon can see through it. . . 
. Q. So anybody coming out of that side road as this lady 
was doing, according to your statement could not have seen 
Mr. Baise until she got by the store and looked up the road f 
A. That is right. 
Q. How far when you got over this rise and saw this lady 
ho'v far were you back up . the road Y 
A. I imagine 50, 60 or 65 yards. 
page 27 }- Q.: As yon came ·over the rise· and started down 
you say this car came out f · : 
A. Yes. · 
Q. You say Mr. Baise did not check his speed or blow his 
hornY · 
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A. No. 
Q. What happened w.hen he got down there?. Tell it in 
· your own words. _ 
A. When he hit this car that is all I remember. 
Q. What happened to you i 
A. When I waked up I was in the.hospital. 
Q. you were knoeked unconscious y 
A. Yes. 
Q. How did you hit it7 
A. In the left hand runing board sideways. We were com-
ing this way and she this and he hit her broadside. 
Q. What part of 1\fr. Baise's car hit the other car? 
A. The front end. 
Q. Then did you see who was driving the other car-you 
don't know who was driving the other carY 
A. Do not. 
Q. Your impression is that the ear was running faster then 
than when you warned him up the hill? 
A. Picked up going down that slant. Store was practically 
in the bottom:. 
Q. Did Mr. Baise ever take tbe gas off? 
A. No, never did. 
Q. You stated that the right of this road was a store a.t the 
corner and a cornfield were preventing Mr. Baise from seeing 
anybody coming out of this road? 
A. Big piles of lumber. 
Q. Was that on both sides ·Or one side Y 
A. One side. On Mr. Baise's left. 
page 28 ~ Q. ·As I understand it after they hit you don't 
remember anything else? 
.A. No. 
Q. Please state whether or not Mr. Baise attempted to put 
on his brakes or do anything to attempt to stop his ear Y 
A. I did not see him do anything at all. 
Q. Wha.t side of the road was his car on Y 
1 
A. He was driving a little more to the left than to the 
right. Looked like the road slanted and he wasj driving to the 
left. · 
· CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Harris: 
Q. How·far would you say-you were when you could first 
see the storeY 
A. On top of the hill. 
Q. How far was that? 
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A. :Practically 75 yards I rec;kon. · 
Q. When did you first see this car you say you ran into 1 
A. Just in a second or so after we turned over the knob. 
Q.. How far were you from the ear when you first saw it? 
A. About 50 yards. . ~ 
Q. Had it then come up from behind the store into the main 
roadY 
A. Yes. 
Q. It was impossible to see it until it ca.me into the main 
roadY 
A. Yes. 
Q. When you saw it it was out In the m~irt ~oad. ft was 
out from behind the store so you could see it by looking down 
the road? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How far was that car coming? 
A. Did hot l;eem to be traveling• fast. 
Q. How fast? · 
A. Looked to me like it might stop and irt J~:w gear. 
Q. And you called Mr. Baise's a.ttention to it? 
A. Yes, I did. 
page 29 r Q. And at that time you_ w_ere 50 yards awayf 
. A.. Yes, som~thing like that. . . _ _ . 
Q~ Mr. Baise kept driving down a straight road and did 
not attempt to stopY 
A. No. 
Q. Did not attempt to check his cf!r or blow h!s hotn? 
A. If anything he kept gradually beating t6 the left side 
of the road. 
Q. Did not attempt to slow up and did iiof blow his hornY 
A. No. 
Q. Did not undertake to give the lady t4e. slight~s~· _w~rtlli1g 
-just drove down and ran into the car sitting in full View of 
him? 
A. Yes. 
Q. The road was wide f 
A. Yes. 
Q. How wideY 
A. 30 or 40 feet. Good wide road. 
Q. VVha.t was Mr. Baise doing? Was he looking the way 
you were? 
A. I suppose so. . . . . 
Q. Did he seem to be able to drive the· car all rightT 
A. Yes. 
Q. Anything the matter with him Y 
····------··-' 
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A. Not that i couid see. 
Q. Not drunk or drinking? 
A. No. 
35 
Q. Had he been driving all right the distance ybti hac1 
come? 
A. Appeared to. . . _ . . . ~. 
Q. And t,4ere on ~ straig·ht ro~d wlie:ti you_ callet;l his. _at-
telition to it 50 yards awa.y he drove tight down into this 
carY 
A. Yes. Q. He hati pieniy of time to stop t 
page 30 ~ A. It looked to me like he could. Q. Certainly he couid have turned hJ.s car to the 
right or left with an effort to avoid the accidei;ttY . · . 
A. Looked to me like if he would bear around to the right 
he would hav~ gone behind it. .. . . . 
Q. He just drove down the~re art<J ta~ into h~r? 
~· It seemed to me ~ike he was. beat!hg to .,the· left. 
~ You testified as to this accident before.? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you not testify before that when you saw that" au-
tomobile coming it was ~hen in the_ rear of the store a.Iid you 
saw it from the rear of the storeY 
A. I don't remember. You could riot see H for the corn-
field. 
Q. I ask you if you mentioned before any such thing as a 
cornfield? 
A. If I did I don't r~call it. 
Q. Did you not say ll I mention~d whejl we were coming .u.P 
that hill that he ought p.ot to drive s6 fast over ~- plooe like 
that. Might be somebody. Cannot see· over the oth~H~ side''? 
A. I saw the ca.r con¥ng up be.hind the stor.e·. Was a Big 
cornfield up there and I got a View of it until it got about 
150 yards. . . . · 
Q. You did not see the car until it got out of the side of 
the store into the road? 
A.· Yes. 
: Q. The store sits on the edge of the road 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. You did not say before yoti saw H ba.Ck behind the 
store·? 
A. I don't recall it. 
Q. I ask him if he die:! not say this ... t' Qar coming in as 
we turned down the road a:S it went behind the· store.'' 
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A. I said coming int'o the road from behind the 
page 31 ~ store. . 
· Q. Where was this gentleman sitting at the time 
he got hurtY . 
.A.. In the truck body. 
·Q. What was he. sitting on? . 
A. We had our suit cases and an old casing in there. He 
might have been sitting on the casing. Was not anything for 
him to sit on but that and our suit cases. He was not sitting 
on either of them. 
Q. He was either sitting on the casing or on the floor Y 
A. Yes. . · 
Q. How high are the sides of this little truck body Y 
A. I imagine a six-inch sideboard . 
. Q. How far did you and Mr. Baise go before he got in the 
carY · 
A. I don't know how far f:r;om Fairmont to where we picked 
him up. 50 miles I reckon. · 
Q. As you passed by the man did there seem to be some 
Highway Department vehicle there Y 
A. It was an old truck. I don't know whether it was a high-
way truck. . · 
Q. What sort· of clothes did the fellow have on Y 
A. I think brown suit~khaki. 
Q. When you passed by he held up his hand 
.A. Yes. 
Q. Standing near the truck Y 
A. Yes. 
Q.· What did Mr. Baise do then? ·How much did h~ pass 
him before he stopped? 
A. I imagine he went ten feet by before he came to a 
stop. ' 
Q. How fast was he running then 7 
A:. Making good time then. · 
Q. How goodY 
A. 35 or 40 miles an hour. 
Q. And he stopped the car in ten feet Y 
page 32 ~ A. You know the man was a good deal ahead 
of us when he held out his hand. 
Q. Did he start stopping right a.wayY 
A. No, gradually stopped. 
Q. What did Mr. Hollifield do Y 
A. Just got in the car. . 
Q. He got in the car before he said anything Y . . 
A. I don't remember :whether he got in ·the car before he 
said anything. Mr. Baise asked him what was the trouble. 
-~--~--~- --~--------.. 
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I thought it was some road trouble and he was _.standing 
tl1ere with the truck. Mr. Baise asked him what was the 
trouble -and he said he wanted to go to some· town. · 
Q. Was he already in the truck 7 
A. He was getting in I think. When he said that ·Mr. 
Baise said we are not going there we are going to Danville 
by way of Sanford and he said he would ride to Sanford.·· 
Q. He was already in then Y 
A. I think he was. 
Q. What did Mr. Baise do Y . 
A. Nothing, just pulled the gas ~rff and ~-went on. 
Q. The· man sat down in the back of the truck 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. You were sort of scared of him Y 
A. No. , 
Q. you were nervous about him' 
A. Not a bit. 
, i•, ... 
Q. You watched him t . _ 
A. I kept look .out-might ha~e watched him. :ae was a-
stranger and every one~ in a :while I looked back: - -
, Q. ·He was ·sitting behind· you Y . 
A.Y~ . . · · 
Q. You did n~t knpw what he ~as going to do 
page 33 } sitting back t;liere 7 · ·· - · ·- -
A. No, I did -not know what he wa-s going to do. 
Q. You all just rode up the road and had not gone.·bnt' five 
or ten miles when you had the accident Y . . 
A. We had driven further than that. R.ight good ·little 
distance. . · ·: · · · · ·_ · . · · 
[ Q. Did Mr. Hollifield say anything to· you allY I.Jast thing 
you remember him saying is "I will get out at Sanford". 
A. Tha.t is the last I remember hi~ saying. 
Q. After this collision you did not fall out of the auto-
mobile! 
' A. I don't remember anything about tha.t. 
Q. Who was driving the ca.r·tha.t you all ran jntoY 
A. I could not tell you. · -
Q.. Man or woman Y · 
A. I don't know. 
Q. What sort of carY 
A. I could not tell you that either. 
Q. You were not looking at it f 
A. It looked like a Ford Roadster to me. I could· not 
tell you what model. It was A:.. model but I could not telJ 
you what year. . . 
Q. You don't kno~ who was driving 7 
.. 
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.A. No. 
Q. How many people in it? 
A.. Ooul.d not tell you that either. 
Q. Did it blow a.ny horn? 
A. I did not hear any horn. 
Q. How long did you stay in the hospital Y 
~. About 24 hours . 
. RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By 1\.fr. vVilliams: 
' 
Q. 1\fr. Harris asked you· about seeing it coming 
page 34 ~ down, as a. matter of fact as you turned over ridge 
until he· struck this car, how lon_g a time elapsed Y 
A. Possibly ten to fifteen seconds. 
Q. Did you not sa.y this before when you testified 7 I un-
derstood you to say when you got to this point you saw a 
cross-road sign and you saw this party coming in from be-
hind the store and you warned Mr. Balise Y 
A. I did. 
Q. I understand you to tell the jury you could not see 
this car back here, but you saw it coming in from behind 
the storeY 
A. Yes, coming from behind the store. 
Q. And Mr. Baise could not see itY 
A. No. 
Judge Leigh: 
Q. How close does the corn grow to the storeY 
A. Close enough to leave room for a horse to turn around 
or something like tha.t. Might have been a few boxes there .. 
MRS'. WEBSTER. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Williams: . 
Q. Your name is Mrs. Webster Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Where do you live Y 
A. Olivia, N. C. 
Q. Tha.t is in Hartnett County Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. How far from Sanford f 
A. 1.0 miles. 
Q.. How long have you been living there 'f 
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A. A year in January. 
page 35 ~ Q. Are you the Mrs. Webster who was driving 
the car with whom Mr. Baise had a wreck! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Where were you going at the time 7 
A. I was driving to my home. 
Q. As I understand it you were on the· road running the 
opposite way from the way Mr. Baise was coming? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You we.re familial' witht that cross-road 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. From the road you were going on, as you came along 
that road, could you see up the road from where Mr. Baise 
was coming before you got by the store 7 
A. No. 
Q. WhyY 
A. Because there was a cornfield in behind the store build-
ing and the corn was very high. 
Q. What was in the corner 7 Then as you came to the cor .. 
ner the store obstructed the viewY 
A. Yes. · 
Q .. How long have you bene driving an automobile-! 
A. 16 ye·a.rs. · 
Q. What kind of automobile was itY 
A~ Ford. 
Q. Who did you have· in the car with youY 
A. My baby, four yea.rs old. 
Q. This was near your home and you were familiar with 
that crossing f 
A. Yes. 
Q. When you got up there with your baby, what 
page 36 ~ did you doY Tell the jury how you saw this acci-
dent happen. 
A. The highway I was on runs ea~t and west and just as I 
got in the road after I got up to the highway so I could see 
under this porch I looked up the road. Looked to the left 
first and then looked to the right and when I turned my face 
to look straight across I seen his car and I had passed his 
right hand side of the highway. 
Q. How fast was he going.Y 
A. I judge anywhere from ·40 to 45. 
Q. Why did you look to the leftY 
A. Just did that. I was looking for cars. 
Q. What did you look to the right forY 
A. To see if there was any cars coming down the high-
way. 
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Q. So that you could cross· the· highway 1 
· A.· Yes. · 
Q .. You tell the jury when you looked to the left you saw 
no carY 
A. No. . 
Q. How far can you see up that road?· · . 
1 A .. It is a little·grade. .Anywhere from 75 "to 80 yards. 
Q. What part of your car was hitY 
A. Left hand side. 
Q. Was the .front of your car hurt at allY 
A. No. 
Q. Was there a scratch on it! 
A. No. 
Q. What part was hit Y 
A. Left hand running board and left hand rear fender .. 
Q.. Was your left fender so much as scratc1J_ed Y 
- A. Not the front. -
Q. The backY 
A. The back. 
page 37 } Q. Mr. Harris said here. you that yon were not 
hurt. Were you hurtY 
A. Had a cut on my chin and my pelvic bone was frac-
tured. 
·Q. Did this man blow· his horn f . 
. A. Not that I know of. I did not hear it .. 
Q. Was your little baby hurtY 
A. No. · 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Harris: 
. Q. Where were yon going f 
A. I had started to my home. . 
·· Q. You were intending to cross the highway! 
.A. Yes, I intended to go straigilit across. 
· Q. Where did you come from Y · 
A~ I had been to Mr. H. C. Cameron's. 
Q. Whose automobile were· yon driving Y 
A. Bonnie Burks. 
Q. Not your carY 
A. No. 
... 
Q. Is he a. member of your familyf _ . . . 
A. ~o, he WB:S. boarding at the house. and lent me the ·an-
tomoblle . 
. Q; Wha.t kind of ear ·was it Y 
A. Ford Ooupe. 
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. Q. One of these new ones f 
A. Yes. 
Q. How fast were you going Y 
A. I judge 10 or probably 15, but not over 15 miles. 
Q. You did not stop? 
A. No, I did not stop, but I slowed up and sounded ;mY 
horn. 
Q. You did not. stop Y 
A. No. 
page 38 r Q.. The· sign there says you should stop 1 
A. Yes. 
Q·. But you did not do it 7 
A. No. 
Q. You could not see up and down the highway to ·your .left, 
certainly until you got up from behind the store in the high-
way! _ , · 
A. You could see under the store building just before you · 
got into the highway. 
Q. You could look through the porch? , . 
A. Yes. · 
Q. You had only a limited view? 
A. Yes. ~ ·'. 
Q. You could not see all the way up the highway? .. 
A. You could see through the porch to the top of the hill. 
Q. When you drove up there did you look. y . . 
A. Yes. - .. 
Q. You did not see any car coming and you kept right on 
across! · · · · 
A. Yes. _ 
Q.. Was not any car in sight at that time 7 
A. No. . 
Q. Could you see as much as 50 yards-up the road? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you tell us you looked up the road. and there was 
not any ear there Y • . 
A. No. 
Q. So you were in the highway before Mr. Baise got in 
there? · · · · · 
A. Yes. 
Q. you had completely cleared the store and gotten into 
the main highway :before he got in sight Y 
A. After I looked to the right, of course, it took son1e time 
, to turn my head around and just as I started going he hit me · 
about that time. 
page· 39 } Q. What I said was· that you_ had gotten entirely 
into the highway before Mr. Baise got in here. As 
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I understand it you looked through the porch of the store 
and you could see to the top of the hill 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. No ca.r in sightY 
A. No. 
Q. You proceeded into the highway? 
A. Yes. 
Q. When you looked back was the first time you saw Mr. 
Baise's carY 
A. When I straightened my head around to go. straight 
across the highway. I did not see him until he had almost 
struck me. ~ _ ~ ~~- . · 
Q. How close was he to you when you first saw him Y 
A. I could not' tell. 
Q. Could you give us an estimate? 
A. 4 or 5 yards. 
Q. The first time you saw the automobile he was within 
four or five yards Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. All the time he was coming down the hill you were look-
ing the other way Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. You blew your horn? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You knew the North Carolina Highways laws required 
you to stop there T · 
A. Yes. 
Q. Had a great big sign there Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. You disregarded it'1 
A. ·Yes. 
Q. Yon had pa.ssed all the way beyond the center of the 
ltighway when you struck Y 
A. Yes. 
page 40 ~ Q. So that Mr. Baise was driving on the left 
hand side of the road? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Had he been on the right hand side of the road he never 
would have struck yon Y 
A. No. -
Q. In other words if he had continued right on like he was 
going and been on the right hand side of the road yon would 
never have had the collision t 
A. No. 
. Q. The real cause of the accident was that he was driving 
on the left hand side of the road f 
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A. That was one fault and he was driving too fast, too. 
Q. You think he was driving how fast 7 
A. 40 or 45. 
Q. Did your car stay on the road 7 
A. No he knocked me out' of the, road. 
Q. Where did it goY 
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A. Down the embankment-on the right hand side of th~ 
road. 
Q. O.posite direction in which you were going? 
A. Direction I was coming from. 
Q. You did not have to go to the hospital? 
A. No, I went t'o Dr. O'·Brien's in 8anford. 
Q. Mr. Baise's car was injured some? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Mr. Baise had some little expense- in connection with 
his injury? 
A. I never understood the question. 
Q. You paid Mr. Baise's part of the expense1 
. A. No, I did not. 
Q. Who did? 
. A. My husband did but I did not know it until 
page 41 ~ it was done. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By 1\f r. Williams : 
Q. Mr. Harris asked you about stopping down here. This 
little stop sign on the road that was some 40 or 50 feet back 
on the __ road T 
A. I judge it was. 
· Q. If you bad stopped, you still could not have seen out 
here? (Indicated on sketch.) 
A. No. 
Q. You came out and, as I understand it you could see un-
der .this porch up that rise and you clid not get off into that 
road until you saw there was no car coming? · 
A. Yes. 
Q. You did not pay Mr. Baise anything? 
A. No. 
Q. You were hurt and your pelvis bone was broken? 
A. Yes. . 
Q. Your husband gave Mr. Baise $25.00 because he did not 
A. Yes. 
want you to come to court? 
Q. When Mr. Baise cBJDe to see you did yon not tell Mr~ 
Baise he was driving too fast? · 
r--· 
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Objected· to. 
Objection sustained. 
., 
I 
Q. You never did agree for· your husband to pay any-
thing! · 
A. No. 
:Q. I understand you did not know he had paid it until 
afterwards Y 
A. No. 
Q. What did you do about itY · 
A. I ju·st told him I thought he did wrong. 
page 42 ~ RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Harris: 
Q. Did not Mr. ·Baise come to see you a.t your home· the 
Friday after this accident happened? 
A. I don't remember what day it was but anyhow I know 
he was there. · 
Q. And did you not tell him there in the pres~nce of your 
husband that it was your fault; that you simply lost your 
head and that you all were sorry for it and you would ar-
range to pay him what his automobile- cost! · 
:A:. No, sir, I did not. 
Q. You did not tell him it was your fault and that you 
simply lost your headY 
A. No. 
RE-RE-DIRECT EXAMINATIO.N 
By Mr. Williams: 
Q •. You found out afterwards that your husband had paid 
Mr. Baise $25.00! -
.A. Yes. 
Q. You jumped all over your husband about it, too 0l 
.A. Yes. 
Q. You never admitted to anybody that it was your fault 7 
A. No. . 
Q. And you don't think now it was your faultY · 
· A. No. 
JOHN HOLLIFIELD. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By l'Ir. Williams : 
Q. Your name is J. E. Hollifield Y I 
. ., ...... 
I 
I. 
I· 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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A. Y·es. 
Q. Where is your homeY , 
A. My home at .the present is Burlington, N. C. I have 
been staying with my siste~ in W a.shingtorl. 
Q. Prior to· this injury what sort of work did 
page 43 } you do Y 
A. I followed carpenter's work all the time for 
the last 15 years. 
Q. Are you what is called a first class carpenter! 
A. I am rated as tha:t. Draw top scale .. 
Q. Where were you working or where had you started i.o 
work just before this accident Y 
A. I started to Hemp, N. C. 
Q. Where is Hemp Y . 
A. It is beyond .Sanford. I am not very well acquainted 
down there. 
Q. What sort of work,; goes on at Hemp Y 
A. Silk mill there I .think. 
Mr. Harris : Why is this material Y 
Mr. Williams: Because you were holding up this man as 
a tramp. 
Mr. Harris: I never held him up as a tramp at all. 
Q. What sort of work were you going there to do i 
A . .Carpenter. · 
Q. When were you to be there Y 
A. Monday morning. 
Q. Where had you been f 
A. Fayetteville. 
Q. On the day you met lYir. Baise and Mr. Warren where 
were you coming from Y 
A. Fayetteville. 
Q. How did you get from Fayetteville 1 
A. A friend of mine at Fayetteville told me he was going 
as far as Sanford and I could ride with him up there and he 
had to stop at Fort Bragg. So I went from Fayetteville to· 
E1ort Bragg with him and he aske.d me to wait for him until 
he drove· to Ft. Bragg and I waited there a good long time. 
Q. You were at that•point when Mr. Baise and Mr. Warren 
came along? 
A. Yes. 
Q. When Mr. Baise and Mr. Warren came along what is 
your recollection-how did you happen to get on the car! 
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A. I just decided I would ca~ch a way. Was not 
page 44 ~ any bus line. I .just decided to gd and c~teh a. way 
· . . with someone to go td S'artfdrd aiiil th~y came 
driving along and I thrbwE!d up my hand and metibiietl to 
them for a rifle. 
Q. What happened Y 
A; They stopped; . . 
Q. What conversation did yon have with l\tir~. Baise? 
· · A. He asked me what was the trouble~ I was standing close 
to a big truck. I suppose he thouglit I had brolteri doWn; I 
toid him not ariythirig that I wanted to go tip the road and 
whi.le I was getting in he aslfed, me 'vhere I 'Was going and I 
told him Carthage and he said lie was iiot going 'to tJ!l~thage 
lte was going to Danville, Va., by way of Sa.nfofd ibid J said 
that wa~ the best way to get to Saiiford iuid I wmilfl ride to 
Sanford. · 
Q. What did iit:! !3li)f 7 . 
A. He said all right and I got iii the caf: 
Q. W onld you have gotten in the car if he had not said all 
right! 
A. No~ 
Q. Did he tell you to g·et in? 
A. No~ 
Q. Theri yon drove to ·the point of this accident f 
.A. Yes; 
Q. Where were you seated in the car? . 
A. It was a pick-up body and had two or three _sui~ cases, 
a~ much as two anyway and an extra casing and. I sat down 
on the top of the casing in the back of tlie car: . . 
Q. l! nless there had been an accident tli~fe wa§ lie thing 
dangerous aoout that f 
A. I don 't see anything. 
Q. V.TJ1at. did you have to ho]d on? 
A. Top of the body. . .. . 
page 45 ~ Q. If the car haa gene orl i:Io\\ji .t;lie toad thgre 
was nothing about the bddy of tlie truck te make 
it dangerous 1 · 
A. I never saw anythihg. . . 
. Q. Yon were sea tt!d Back the-re comfortably and yoti weii t 
down to the scene of th~ ae~itient? Wha.t was b~t"W@en you 
and Mr. Baise and Mr. Warren? 
.A. Cab· in front. Pick-up bo~y, probaply: a curtain. there. 
Q. When jou got down an~ when your Ught wen~ out when 
you had t~is accident, ht>w fast was Mr. Baise gOing!! 
A. I would say 40 to 45 miles. 
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. Q. From where. you wer~ sitting eottld you see an iritersec~ 
tio:h or anything in front of you? . 
.A. No, I was not j.m.ying attention. Gould not see without 
leaning around the cab: 
Q. You had no control over the wli~el Y 
.A.\. No. 
Q~ Was the road smooth f 
A. Seemed to be pretty good road. 
Q. Your recollection is that he was going fast Y 
A. I would judge 40 or 45 miles. · 
Q. I believe you said you ditl not see tliis car come otit of 
the side road? 
A. I just got a glimpse of it al:Jout the t~file· they hit. 
Q. What happened to you when tliey liit'Y . 
A. I don't lfuo:w, I found mys.elf iii the hospital. 
Q·. When you waked up you were in the hospital Y 
·A. Yes. 
Q. Have you got a family? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What size? 
Objected to. 
Objection susbiihed~ · 
page 46 ~ Q. B,efore this accident were you engag@fl tegu-
larljr in ~arpentef Wbrli t . 
A. I had been pretty well all the time. Work was pretty 
scarce along during all of last yeah I liatl been back ~9 Geor-
gia ana sta.y-ed a fnohth and mm~ baeli antl wefit up tliere to 
get me a job: . 
Q. Yon had been down to Georgia Y 
A. Yes. 
~~. And came back to ~~t ll joll Iier@? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Before- this ac~itletit Was aftYtliilig tit@ fnaHer With your 
body or llmo.t 
A. Not a thing. 
Q. Were you a health, ntlfib~l fflanY 
A. Yes. 
Q. Were you able to work? 
A. Yes. <· 
Q. After you waked tip in ilie hespitai, from your viewpoint 
wha.t is the matter with you Y _ . .. 
A. I am nervous and hurt. Laying down at night I cannot 
lay on e~tlier ~ide very long. Lay on my left sid~ seems like 
I want to try this side a.nd if I lay on that side I have· to 
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turn over every once in a while and I have a hurting in my 
arm. Got no grip in my hand now. I can use my arm but if 
I jerk it around and move it quick it hurts here in my c~lla;- · . 
bone and back in my shoulder blade and I am nervous In 
that hand. Cannot write to do any good. 
· Q. Can yon grip a hammer or sa:w? · 
A. I can hold one but as far as doing any work wi·th them 
I cannot. 
Q. Have you been able to do any work since this injury! 
A. No. · . 
Q. Where have you been since this injury Y 
A. In Washington. 
page 47 } Q. With whom! 
A. My sister. 
Q. Have you been able to do any work a.t allY 
A. No. 
Q. Doctor been treating you up there Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is his na.meY 
A. Dr. O'Keefe. 
Q. How many time has he been to see you or you to. see 
himY 
A. Somewhere around 20 times I been to his office. 
Q. You sister has been looking after that f 
A. Yes. 
Q. Yon have not paid . any of that yourself? 
A. No. 
Q. Wha.t about your breathing Y . 
A. When I take a long breath or breathe heavy it' pains me 
fu my right side. Breath shortage. Cannot breath heavy 
without pain. 
Q. Before this injury you weighed how much Y 
A. My average weight was around 175 to 180. 
Q. How much do you weigh nowY 
A. I weighed yesterday and I weighed 155. 
Q. At the time 'Of this accident, had you weighed just be-
fore that accident?· 
A. It had not been so very long. 
Q. You were around normal weight then Y 
A. Yes. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Harris: . 
Q. Wha.t sort of clothing were you wearing the d.ay of the· 
accident Y · ... · 
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A. I think the best I remember I had on a. blue 
page 48 ~ serge pair of pants and a plain colored shirt like 
this. Was in shirt sleeves. 
Q .. Khaki? 
A. Whatever von call it.· Was in shirt sleeves. 
Q. What sort of cap did you have on your heady 
A. Stetson hat nearly the color of that over there. 
Q. Have any baggage Y 
A. No, I got my baggage at Hemp, where I was going at' 
that time. 
Q. You say a large truck was standing on the side of the 
road? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was that a Highway Department vehicle? 
A. I don't-know. 
Q. What sort of a looking truckY 
.A. You mean the make of the truck Y . 
Q. No, what sort of a looking truck Y 
A. Looked like a four-ton truck, something the kind of 
truck used on the main highway. 
Q. It was a. truck that would give you the impression that 
it was one of the State Highway Department trucks Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Any other people there but you! 
A. No. 
A. I understood you to . say that when 1.1r. Baise stopped 
and as you were getting into the car, he said to you ''What 
is your trouble Y'' 
A. Yes. , 
Q. And you said no trouble, but you wanted to go· to Car~ 
thageY 
A. He asked me what was the trouble and I told him there 
was not any trouble and he asked me where I was going and 
I told him -Carthage and h~ said he was not going to Car-
thage but c-oming to Danville. 
Q. You were in the truck then? 
page 49 ~ A. I was on the running board talking to him. 
He sa.id. he ·went through Sanford to get to Dan-
ville and was not .going t9 Ca;rthage. I had to go by way of 
Sanford to get to Carthage. C_a.rthage was close to Hemp 
where ·I was going. . I . said I :would ride as far as Sanford 
with him. . . . 
Q. Where were you :when you said that Y . 
. A. While I was talking with him I was fixing to get in his • 
car. 
Q. Were yon in it7 -· '· I -· ~ - I 
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A. I got in. 
Q. Had you not gotten in when y()'Q. aaid, "I will go as faJ; 
as Sanford'', or not? · 
A. I don't think I had sat down. 
Q. Were you standing in the e~:r fixing to sit downY 
A. Yes. 
Q. vV ~re you st·an(ling in the ca:r wh.e.~ you aaid ''I will go 
as far as S'anford'' ¥ 
A~ He aa~d he wa~ going to S'a!lford. A·nd l stPd, ''I will go 
as far as Sanford", and he said, "All right". 
Q. You sat downY 
A. Yes. 
Q. You sat down on what f 
A. Extra casing. -
Q. Was the casing loose-just there lo.ose ill the body of. 
the truck? 
A. I never examined it. 
Q.. Was it on the rackY 
A. No. . - . 
Q. Was it in the. front enq of b~ck ~n~ of the body¥ 
A. About middle way~ 
Q. You just took yoqr f?~at i11 ther~ a.nq proceeded up the 
road and the next thing you knew you waked up in a hos-
pital? 
A. No, we rode about 20 miles I would think. 
page 50~ Q. Did YPll sa.y anything :q~or~ to Mr. Baise, or 
did he say 8Jlyihin.g· ·to y~n Y 
A. I don't think so. Don't remember if I did. 
·Q. When this collision took place which side of the road 
'va.s lyfr. Baise driving on~ 
A. I could not tell yon that. I was not paying any atten'!' 
tion. Was sitting baclr th~r~ p,nd ~ould not see. 
Q. Could you not lo(}k over the· sid~ pf the truck V 
A. I could look out. lie wa,.s driving up the road and I 
thought he understood how to drive t.l caf, 
Q. You never haQ. seep. llim. l)ef()r~ T 
4. No, sir. 
Q. You don't know wh~t)ler he w~s driving on the left hand 
side or the right han~ si(l~ of the road? · 
A. I don't know. Oollld l{ot t~U YOll· The only thing I 
could tell you is that~ ma.n is suppose(! tQ· ~rive on the light. 
Q. Was he driving on the right or left f . · · . · · : 
A. I could not t~ll. I w~s not lo()lri:Qg after that. 
Q. Did he app~ar to yp-q to be clriv.ing the car pretty fa.StY 
A. He was running about 40 or 45. . ·, 
Q. Did _you think that too fast t 
I 
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A. I have ridden that fast many a time. I was not nn· 
easy. I did not think so. 
Q. I don't want to embarrass yeu Mr. Hollifield but the 
scar I observe on the left hand side of your faee, was that 
result of this accident¥ 
A. Ne. . 
Q. That was th~re p:rior to the time of the accident? 
A. Yes. 
At this point counsel foF plaintiff stated he would rest. 
page 51 r Mr. Harris stated to the court that if c()u:qsel 
for plainttff undertook t9 rest his case here, he 
would ask the court to adher~ veFy strictly to the rule that 
testimony that should pe put on in chie:f must be . put on in 
chief. 
Whereupon Mr. William&, counsel for plaintiff, st~t~~ th~r~ 
was on~ witness he would put on at this point. 
M. 0. WINST~AD. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Williams : 
Q. What is your name? 
A. M. C. Winstead. 
Q. What is, YO\lf occupation Y 
A.. I~ a wyer, 
Q. How long have ypu been pra~tieing lawt 
A. Sine~ 1901. · 
Q. Where were yf)u edq.cated ¥ 
A. U11iversity of North Carolina. 
Q. Since that time you have been pFaetieing in North C~ro· 
lina? -
A. Yes. 
Q. And during that time have you not beeJl honoreq by 
being elected to the heneh ¥ -
A. Judge of the County t(lourt. at Yanceyville. 
Q. As such practitioner are you familiar with t~~ traf:69 
laws of North Carolina and the duti~s of the respective 
driv~rs en respective highways f 
A. I think I -a~ fatrly so. • 
Q. Have you the statute law of North Carolip.a whi~h bears 
on this case' 
A. Yes. 
~-. 
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Q. Have you the case of the North Caroliil.a courts con-
struing these statutes with you Y 
A. I think I have. 
page 52 ~ Q. Judge Winstead in this case it is conceded by 
both the plaintiff and defendant that this map 
practically states the situation where this accident occurred. 
That here is the road crossing the highway No. 53, which is 
a sand clay road down about Sanford, N. C. That coming 
out of this road was a high cornfield and a store· in the corner 
wh~ch ·-obstructed the view of this driver or ariyone coming 
down here. 
. Judge Leigh : If Judge Winstead is going to testify as an 
expert, wouldn't he be getting into the realm of fact if you 
ask him these questions-you can go ahead. 
. . l 
With this road· here, with a high cornfield obstructing the 
driver's view into this roa.d and store in the corner which 
would make it impossible- for the one driver to see t~e other 
until this one had gotten out here or the other had come 
down here, what is the duty of the driver going in this direc-
tion with refereQ.ee to speed and with reference to observing 
the traffic laws Y 
Mr. Harris: This question is objected to upon the ground 
that under the testimony in this case the speed of the auto-
mobile is utterly irrelevant. ·The testimony of Mr. Warren 
is that Mr. Baise's attention was called to the presence of 
the automobil~ when 50 yards away and was there in plain 
view of the intersection. The testimony of Mrs. Webster 
is that she had crossed all the way entirely across the high-
way and was on the left hand side and he ran into her; 
that if he had continued on the right hand side where a driver 
ought to drive, there never could have been an accident and, 
therefore, what relationship has speed to this aooident-Y 
. Judge Leigh: ·It occurs to me that it might have a bearing 
on this question. It is admissible. 
}tfr. Harris: · I desire to except. 
Mr. Williams: 
Q. Judge Winstead, assuming this car. was going from 
Fairmont to Danville on the State Highway No. 53 and this 
;road was intersecting,· crossing this road, obstrmttin.IJ his 
view, what is the North Carolina law with reference to speed 7 
I. 
\ 
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A. It would be his duty to slow down to 15 miles 
page 53 } an hour. 
Q. What would be his duty with reference to 
sounding a warning by blowing his hornY 
... t\.. Always. 
, Q. If a per~on driving into this road in excess of 15 miles 
au hour, please state whether under. the North Carolina de-
cisions that is negligence 7 
A. Yes. · 
,Judge Leigh : You mean that the North Carolina eourts 
follows the reasoning that violation of the statutes is negli-
gence· per se. 
Y. Have you ·there the consoliated statutes of North 
Carolina! 
A. Yes. 
Q. I wish you would read the section with .reference to the 
duty of that driver. 
A. Sub-section 3 of 2621 ( 46) is '' 15 miles an hour when 
approaching within 50 feet and in traversing an intersection 
of highways when the driver's :view is. obstrcuted. The 
driver's view shall be deemed to be obstructed when at any 
one time during the last 100 feet of his approach to said in-
. tersection he does not have a clear and uninterrupted view 
of said intersection and of the traffic upon all of the high-
:wa.ys entering such intersection for a distance of 200 from 
such intersections.'' 
Q. Ha:ve there been any amendments to tha.t section? 
A. I don't think so. · 
Q. I have my copy of the North Carolina Code. This pur-
ports to be the latest amendments of 1929. I wish you would 
look and see if there have been any amendments to that Y 
A. No, there are no amendments. 
Q. Apparently that section has been construed in the case 
of Goss vs. Williams. 
A. That is 196 North Carolin·a. 
Q. Is that not reported in 14;5 S. E. 169? I will hand you 
that case. Please tell the jury whether or not that case holdH 
that a country road crossing a highway is- such an 
page· 54 } intersection as is referred to in that case 7 
A. Yes, it does. 
_ Q. Please turn to Soo. 2616. Does that section say wJ1at. 
the duty of a driver is with reference to blowing a horn or 
giving signals when entering an intersection 7 
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A. That is the traffic regulations. Do yon want me to 
read that section? 
Q. With reference to the blowing of horns.~ 
A. "Upon approaching a. pedestrian who is upon the trav-
.eled part of the road and upon approaching a.n intersecting 
highway, every person operating a motor vehicle shall slow 
down and give timely signal with his bell, horn or other de-
vise for signaling.'' 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Harris : _ 
Q. As a matter of fact the last statute you read is the old 
North Carolina S'tatute Y 
A. I don't think it has been amended. It is an old statute. 
Q. Is it not a fact thai the second statute you read is what 
is known as the Uniform Motor Vehicle Act and in a large 
measure superseded that old act Y 
.A. This section here is not repealed. 
·Q. Not specifically repealed but it is clearly repealed by 
implication? Look at that next section and see if your re-
visers do not say so. 
Judge· Leigh : The last statute you read, 2616, also had a 
provision with r_eference to speeding and that speed is in con-
flict with the unifor mmotor vehicle aet. That is soY · 
A. I have not read this section over. 
Q. Does not the statute you are reading now prescribe un-
der certain conditions 10 miles which is in conflict under simi-
. lar conditions providing 15 mileq an hour 1 
page 55 ~ A. Yes, that is t.rue. It used to be under cer-
tain conditions 10 miles whereas it is 15 now. 
Mr. Harris: 
Q. And yet it is a. fact that yon ha:ve got that statute, the~ 
old one that fixes it at 10 miles f 
A. Yes. 
Q. Then you have a new statute which does not repeal it 
and fixes it at -15 Y 
A. I think that is true. 
Q. If you will read .the sub-section a.nd look at your acts as 
a matter of fact is not that provision for blowing a horn di-
rected at pedestrians who are using the intersection Y 
A. Pedestrians or anything or anybody else. 
Q. Does not apply except when pedestrians are using it.f 
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A. Yes. 
· Q. It says ''Upon approaching a pedestrian who is upon 
the traveled part of t.he road and upon approaching an in-
tersecting highway, every person operating a motor vehicle 
shall slow down and give timely signal with his bell, horn or 
other ·device for signaling." Now it says "Upon approach-
ing an intersecting highway, a bridge, dam, sharp curve or 
deep descent and also in traversing sueh intersecting high-
way, bridge, dam, curve or descent, a person operating a mo-
tor vehicle shall have it under control and operate it at such 
speed, not to exceed 10 miles an hour, having regard to the 
traffic then on such highway and the safety of the public.'' 
A. Yes. 
Q. As I understand the North Carolina Statutes you can-
not cross any intersection faster than 10 miles 7 
A. The courts have recognized 15 miles as being 
page 56 ~ the law. 
. Q. Can you cross any intersection- in North 
Carolina in excess of 15 7 
A. Not supposed to. Certainly not when the view is ob-
structed. 
Q. This statute is not in effect? 
A. The 10 miles is not in effect. 
Q. Is blowing the horn in effect f 
.A. Yes. 
Q. Why is that in effect and the ten miles not? 
Judge Leigh: Is it not a fact that that provision of the 
TJniform Motor Vehicle Act in which is -embraced Sec. 2621 
relative to sounding a horn under the conditions mentioned 
in Sec. 2616-here is what I am gettin.~ at, J gather from 
what you say that this is the proposition. The ·speed limit 
was repealed which ehanged the limit but there has been no 
specific repeal of the signal provision in that Sec. 2616 and 
that section is left as to what has not been specifically re-
pealed? 
A. That is right. 
Mr. Harris: 
· Q. As I understand you you say it is a violation of the 
North Carolina law to drive a car in excess of !5 miles per 
hour across an intersection 7 
· ·A; Yes, under certain conditions. · 
:. Q. But this lady coming out of the country road, what' was 
her duty? 
,--- -----
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A. It was her d~ty to stop certainly if there was anything 
to indieate a cross road. 
Q. Was she violating the iaw wh€n she failed to stopf 
A. 1res. . · 
Q. Is that negligence per se1 
A. Yes. It was his duty where his view was obstructed to 
slow down to 15 miles an hour and sound his horri and if 
. th~re was a sign on the intersecting road to show 
page 57 ~ there was a cross road, it was her duty not" only to 
slow down but to stop entirely. 
Q. At what place must she stop Y 
A.. I don't remember. I think within 50 feet. I am not 
positve about that. 
Q. What would be the purpose of her stopping Y 
A. To see if anything was coming. 
Q. Suppose the road was obstructed to the highway so 
that .if she stopped 25 feet away her view was obstructed, 
what would she have to dot · 
A. Would have to use reasonable care· to stop at a place 
where she· could look. 
Q. Let us assume it is negligence as you say t'o drive a car. 
in excess of 15 miles an hour, nevertheless there would be 
no liability under the law of North Carolina against a party 
who violated the law unless that violation was the proximate 
cause of an injury. Is that correct Y 
A. I don't know about that. You mean for instance, sup-
pose in this particular c.ase as an illustration where ther~ was 
a. question and the· one who was coming in from the inter-
secting road was the only one against whom a question was 
raised .. Both might be negligent. . _ 
Q. I said unless it was the proximate cause of the- acci-
dent. Assume for the sake of argument that ·Baise was guilty 
of negligence; that he violated the· provisions of the North 
Carolina Law; that he chove at a rate of speed of more than 
~5 miles across the intersection, would there be any liability 
unless and until it was proven that that violation was the 
proximate cause of the injury¥ 
A. I think there would. 
Q. Let me ask you if the holdings of your courts are not 
directly to the· contrary Y 
A. I think not. 
page 58~ Judge Leigh: What Mr. Harris means is is it 
. not held by North Carolina courts that before you 
can hold anyone responsible, in addition to proving negli-
gence, it must further appear t~at that negligence was the 
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proximate caus~ of the ·injury complained of, not necessarily 
the complete cause, but the concurring causeY 
A. Yes, that is true. 
Mr. Harris: 
Q. That is the holding of your courts even as late as the 
Ledbetter case--QJnd English case 1 That court stated this to 
be the law of North Carolina. Every breach of duty to ob-
s~rve the degree of care required by law is negligence. a~d 
not merely evidence of it, but that damage caused to plain-
tiff ·being the indisputable evidenee of .the negligence stand-
ing by itself has only the same right to recover. Then as 
to the proximate cause your Supreme Court then said in 
152 N. C., also an English case, while the violation of the 
statute is negligence, yet to entitle the plaintiff seeking to 
recover damages for injuries sustained, he must show a 
casual connection between the injury received and the disre-
gard of the statutory prohibition or maintain • • • that the in: 
jury was a proximate cause and this requirement is funda-
mental in the law of· negligence. Is that correct? 
A. I think so. 
page 59} RE-DffiECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Williams: 
. Q. You were trying to say when Mr. Harris did not let you 
finish, I understood you to say Mrs. Webster might have been 
negligent, but that did not ·keep Hollifield from recovering 
against Baise Y · · 
A. That is so. 
Q. You. spoke about t~e lady being where h"er view was 
obstructed, if· this was ·obstructed like everybody concedes 
when this lady came in thefe, if she did stop at the stop sign 
or even· if she did not stop up there all she had to do was 
to_use r~asonable care in going into the road. Is that a faetf 
-A. Ask the question again. · 
Q. Assuming the stop sign was 40 or 50 feet back on this 
obstructed road, suppose the lady had stopped there, what 
was her duty when she got there and ·stopped and came on in 
$ight of the. road? . 
, A .... All she had to do was to exercise reasonable care and 
come on, if she did not see- any reason why she should not 
proceed. · 
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RE-CROSS ]]XAMINATION. 
By Mr. Harris: 
Q. When that says stop, it does not mean she had to stop 
at the sign? 
Judge Leigh: . 
Q. Yon mean using reasonable care in entering the roadf 
A. Yes, where there are intersecting roads they are to. 
stop. 
Q~ That is merely to bring tha.t person down to safetyf 
A. Yes. 
Q. Most people seem to think stop signs affect the right 
of way. Who has the right of way in North Carolina Y 
A. The only difference is tha.t a person who is traversing 
the main highway has to sound his horn and slow down. 
Q. Do yon have this rule that the person on your right 
hand side has the right of wayY 
A. No, sir, 've do not have any such rule as that. 
page 60 } Mr. Williams: 
Q. If both do what the law says they ha.ve equal 
rights¥ 
A. Yes. 
Mr. Harris: 
Q. I understood yon to say when yon referred to a ques-
tion ·Mr. Williams asked yon whether or not Hallifield under 
the North Carolina law would be entitled to recover, I un-
derstood you to say you based your opinion upon the fact 
that he was a guest or passenger in the automobile? 
A. There is a difference. . 
Q. Suppose the fact's appear that Mr. Hollifield ·was not 
an invitee in the car but just of his own motion ran and 
jumped in the carY 
A. I think there would be a difference if he were a tres-
passer. 
J ndge Leigh: 
Q. I don't know whether or not I .got it correctly. I notice 
statute 2617a places a different rule of law on a person en-
tering a county highway to that ·of :a p·erson on the main 
highway. It _says that failure to observe that sign was not 
negligence. Gives that little leeway there over the person 
in the main.highway in that respect. I had reference to the 
latter part of the statute .. 
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. Aj (Reads from the stat'ute.) I don't know about that. 
Q. Can you say whether it is or not a fact as to there being 
a statute enacted by the Legislature of North Carolina pro-
hibiting what is commonly known as hitch-hiking? 
A. No, sir, there is none. 
Mr. Williams: . 
Q. Mr. Harris asked you to suppose a. certain thing. Sup-
·pose Mr. Baise was coming down the road in his. automobile 
and a man asked him fo·r a ride, and Mr. Baise did not tell 
him to get off, would he not be a passenger Y 
Objected to. 
Objection sustained. 
page 61 } Mr. Williams : 
Q. The law of North Carolina does require a 
person driving a car not to injure· a. passenger in the carY 
A. Yes. 
Plaintiff rests. 
Mr. Harris: I would like to hvae the jury excluded while 
I make a motion to the· court. (Jury retired.) If Your 
fionor please, I desire to move the court to strike out the . 
evidence in this case. The undisputed evidence established is 
that plaintiff in this case was in this car as a trespasser 
or at best a bare licensee. As far as I have been able to de-
termine from the authorities there is no distinction between 
the two for the purposes of this case. It is apparent from 
all of the witnesses that he got in the car, certainly without 
the expressed consent and without the acquiescence of Mr. 
Baise. The question has not come to trial before our court's 
and aU the authorities in the ·country whieh have such de-
cisions I find similar decisions, in Oregon, New Jersey, Mis-
sissippi, three cases in New Jersey, two -in Alabama, four in 
New York and three in Massachusetts. The holding of these 
cases is this. Pennsylvania takes a little different view. In 
Pennsylvania it is held that if a gratuitous carrier as for 
the benefit of a guest alone, the owner or driver is required 
to use only slight 4iligence and ·care and where it is for the 
pleasure of both, he is ·required to use ordinary diligence. 
vVhen you come to New Jersey, Ne·w York and Massachu-
setts, the duty of the driver to one traveling with him at the 
latter's solicitation is to merely abstain from acts wilful and 
injurious.'' After citing other cases Mr. Harris stated that 
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where· the relationship is one of a complete stranger and a 
man runs and jumps on an automobile there is a very ~er!­
ous distinction and he makes the foregoing motion on that 
ground. · 
page 62 ~ (Jury is returned.) 
JOE ·HALL. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By ~1r. Harris : 
· Q. What is your name' 
A. Joe Hall. 
Q. Where do you live Y 
A. Olivia. 
Q. ·That is the place of this accident Y 
·· A. Yes. : . · 
j 
Q. As I understand it it happened the 27th of S~ptel!lber, 
. 8aturday afternoon, last September! You were there at 
'the timet 
A. Yes. 
Q. How close .. to ·the aooident were you 7 
A. About ten yards. 
Q .. What is the number of that road that runs there upon 
which Mr. Baise's car was being driven! 
A. Route 52. 
. Q. What sort of road is it Y Is it a paved road Y 
A. No, just a dirt road. 
Q. Sand clay surface Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. How wide is itY . 
A. I reckon about 30 or 40 feet. 
Q. How is it with reference to being straight or crooked! 
A. It is straight. 
· Q. How far can you see in either direction from the filling 
station or storeY 
· A. You can see about a quarter of a. mile one way and half 
a. mile the other. · · -
: Q. Quarter of mile which way, east or west! 
· A. Back towards ·Fairmont~ 
· .Q. Half a mile the other way-· west.!-is that right? 
A. Yes. 
page 63 ~ Q. What sort of a road is this· that crosses it Y 
A. Country road. 
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Q. won't you please tell this jury what you saw and how 
it hapepned Y · 
A; This fellow was coming from towards Fairmont. I 
guess running 20 to 25, and this lady was coming from Olivia.. 
I did not see exactly how fast she was going because she was 
behind the store, until she got up over the grade and he hit 
her. 
Q. Did he blow his hornY 
A. I don't know whether he did or not. 
Q. Did she blow her hornY 
A. No, sir. 
Q. She ran out of the intersecting road and the cars ran 
together? 
A. Yes. . 
Q. What ha.ppened to this gentleman bringing this suitY 
A. Threw him through the back curtains, ove~ the top and 
over the radiator on the ground. I ran arou:Q.d and picked 
him up! 
Q. Threw him out of the carY 
A. Yes. 
Q. Throw Mr. Baise out? 
A. No. 
Q. But he was sitting in the back and it threw him out 1 
~y- -
Q. You went there and picked him up? 
,A. Yes. ' 
Q. Somebody carried him to the hospital? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Whereabouts in the road was the point of the collision 
with reference to the center of the road Y · 
A. It was ju~t a little to the right. 
page 64 ~ Q. Right of the center Y 
A. Yes . 
. Q. Going east or westY 
A. He was going north and she was going east. 
Q. Little bit to Mr. Baise's right hand side Y 
· A. Yes. · 
Q. How close was Mr. Baise to this lady's car when she 
popped out of the intersection Y 
A. He was right on her. He was pretty close to it. · 
Q. Give· the jury some idea--how many yards or feet 1 
A. .He was not over six or eight feet. 
Q. Six or eight feet when she, jumped out Y 
A. Yes, he could not see her until she got on the road. 
·Q. He was close to the intersection when she came out Y 
A. Yes. 
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Q. Did he do anything to try to prevent the colli~ion Y 
A. No, not until he had done hit her. 
Q. What did he do then 7 
.A. Put on his brakes and pulled to one side. 
Q. What did she doY · 
A. When he hit her she throwed her hands up and it turned 
around, turned the car loose and it ran over in a ditch. _ 
Q. The only one thrown out of t~e car was thi~ gentleman 
here? 
A. Yes. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By J\!Ir. Williams: . . 
Q. You say 1\ir. Baise did not turn to the left until after he 
had hit the woman 7 
A. No. 
Q. In other words he came straight down and hit herf 
A. No. . 
page 65 ~ Q. You were ~cross the railroad from the thing Y 
. A. No, I was under the shelter at Mr. Camer-
on's store. . 
Q. You did not see her at all when she came into the roadf 
A. No, I did not see her until she got on the roa.d. 
Q. You don't mean to tell the jury you can look to the 
left about a. quarter of a mile. As a matter of a fact there 
is a rise up there? · 
A. Yes, pretty good piece. Long grade. 
Q. How far is the top of the grade down to the bottom f 
Coming down this grade there is a sign says ·Cross Roads f· 
· A. Yes. 
Q. How far from the corner of the storeY 
A. It is about 25 yards. . 
Q. And then about twice that far up the hill is the t'op of 
tha.t riseY 
A. Yes. 
Q. So when you come down on the other side and a car 
~oming up you could not see over the rise until you get to the 
top? 
A. No. 
Q. When Mrs. Webster came out' of that side roa.d if she 
looked to the· left she could look under that shelter-it has 
been referred to as a porch f. -
A. Yes., just a shelter. 
·Q. There is nothing to obstruct Mrs. Webster's view look-
ing :nnder that shelter she could see to the top of the rise f . 
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A. Yes, she could see to the top·. 
Q. A person coming out of this road could not see an 
automobile coming down there until it got over that riseY-
A. No. 
Q. When Mr. Harris led you into saying you could see a 
quarter of a mile up the road, you meant the road was straight 
apout a quarter of a mileY 
A. Yes. 
Q. But that rise was in the road coming overY 
page 66 ~ A. Yes. 
Q. You talked to Mrs. Webster and Mr. Warren 
both after this accident Y 
A. Yes. 
~ Don't you remember telling Mrs. Webster that it was· 
this ·man's fault and you would testify for herY 
A. No, I did not tell her that. 
· Q. I will ask you this: Why could not Mr. Baise, coming 
down the hill, see Mrs. Webster coming out into the road? 
A. Was a filling st'a.tion right on the corner of the_ road. 
Q. What else Y 
A. Some cornstalks. 
Q. When Mr. Bai.se was coming down the road by reason 
of the filling station and corn he could not see anybody emerg-
ing out of the road 7 
A. No. 
Q. You say when his car struck ~Irs. Webster after the-
car struck she th:r;~w up her hands and said "0 Lordy". 
A. Yes. -
Q. It knocked her around! 
A. Yes, plumb around. 
Q. And struck Mrs. Webster in the side Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. And knocked J\{r. Baise's front wheels doWnY 
· A. Yes. and one of the rear.· ones. 
Q. Is not that the way the front of Mr. Baise's automobile 
was after the accident happened Y (Indicates on snap shot.) 
A. Yes. - · 
Q. You sa.y the front of his car went into Mrs. Webster? 
A. Yes. · 
Q. And it knocked the front wheels of Mr. 
page 67 ~ Baise '·s car right downy·_ 
. A. Ye-s. 
Q. The blow was back of Mrs. Webster's front fender on 
the running board . 
. A. Yes. · . 
· Q. You say you picked Mr. Hollifield up! 
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A. Yes. . ! 
Q. He was in pretty bad shapef 
A. ~ es, bleeding at the mouth. 
Q. Looked like a dead manY 
A. Yes, he was limp. · 
Q. Number of his bones were broken Y 
A. He did not say anything about it then. He was uncon-
scious .. 
Q. Who carried him to the hospital Y 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Mr. Baise did not take him Y 
A. No.. . 
Q. Somebody in a Ford came down the road and took 
himY · · 
A. Yes, some fellow came and took him. . 
Q. Your recollection is ·when he hit Mr. Baise ~as run-
ning 25 or· 30 miles Y 
A. 20 or 25. 
· Q •. They hit right in the intersection Y 
· A. Yes. 
HOWARD T. BAISE. ~· 
DIRECT EXAMINATION:. 
, 
By Mr. Haris: 
Q. You are the defendant here in this case f 
A~ Yes. .. . , 
Q. What sort of a car was this you were· driving? 
A. Model T Roadster with pick-up body in the rear. 
Q. What do you mean by pick-up body Y 
' 
< 
A. Little trn<lk body supposed to carry half a 
page 68 ~ ton. Yon take the turtle back off of the ·roadster 
. and put this behind. 
. Q; Any place for passengers to ride Y 
A. No. 
Q. For the purpt>se of hauling freight¥ 
A. Yes. · 
Q. How long have you been driving? 
A. I guess a.round 1:2· years, since . 1918. .. 
Q. Where do you live Y 
A. Pelham, N. C. . 
Q .. What do you do f 
A. Farm. 
I I "'. ~ ( 
• •l 
,·- . 
Q. Won't you please tell us, beginnir~g at the time yqn 
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first saw this man who is here suing you, just what happened 
about this entire incident or accident Y · 
A. I was on my way home to Danville. (At that time I 
lived in Danville.) from Fairmont, N. C., a tobaooo market 
known as a border market, pn Saturday afternoon. M:r . 
. Warren was in the car with me. We were coming on and 
12 or 15 miles this side of Fairmont, just this side of Fort 
Bragg ·and by the side of the road was a Highway Truck· 
and standing by the side of the Highway Truek with one 
band it was Mr. Hollifi~ld, the plaintiff. He held up his. 
band when I got th~ distance from here across the room. 
. Q.. How was .he drossed t 
· A-. H~ had on a khaki shirt and I think khaki breeches. I 
know he had on a khald shirt. I thought he -was the dri.ver 
of this truck and had had some trouble.. When he throwed 
up his hands I applied th~ brakes. I was -driving iasl and 
did not want to burn the brakes and did not press down hard. 
I suppose I had gone 15 or. 20 feet beyond and as I passed 
I said, ''What is the trouble¥'' He answ~red me from in 
the truck body, or in this pick-up body, "No trouble at all. 
I want to go to Carthage'). 
page 69 } Q. Where you sa.y he was when he answered 
y~Y . 
A. In my truok body.. I did not ever com~ to a. dead stop. 
Q. Go ahead¥ 
. A~ I cannot explain how I f·elt-:just in a fl-ash like that: 
I says I am not :g·oin:g to 'Ca;rthage) I am g·oing to Danville, 
Va. His answer was, ''I ·w.'iU go to Sanf'Ord''. 'That is the 
sum total of the words that passed between Mr. Hollifield 
and myself until I saw him in this :court room the February 
t-erm .. 
Q. Did )"ou invite .hbn to ride: 
A. No. 
Q. Did you know he was going to get in when you stopped? 
A .. No, if I .had I wouid ·trot have stopped. I make a rule 
not to pick up men ~n th~ :side 'Of the road. 
Q~ Any pliace for him to :sit? 
A. In the truck body were two suit cases .and a. casing. 
Q. I mean any ·arrangement for carrying pllssengers 1 
A •. N:o-. 
Q. Y-o·u called to him '''What is the trouble?" arrd when 
he .answete'd be wa;s in the trnek' 
A. Yes. 
Q. D"id you know he was in at the timet 
A. No, for I had my eye on the l"oad. 
Q .. Yon then proceeded on up the road 7. 
r-------
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A. Yes. 
Q. You did not stop and tell him to get out Y 
A. No, and did not ever tell him he oould ride because he 
'vas in there. The only thing 1 could have done would have 
.been to stop and tell him to get out. 
Q. Go ahead. 
A.. I got up the road and when I got at this lit-
• page 70 } tie place, Olivia., Mrs. Webster ran into the side of 
- me. I think it is in evidence here toda.y by pos-
sible two witnesses that I ran into her side.. Mr. ·Williams is 
khid enough to have some pictures here I let Mr. Warren 
have and I would like to· explain to the jury the pictures. 
Q. Explain to the jury how the accident happened. Row 
fast were you going? 
A. I think 20 to 25 miles. 
Q. When was the first time you saw Mrs. Webster Y 
A. 'Vhen she came out from behind the store. 
Q. How close were you then Y 
A. Less than 15 feet. , · • 
Q. 20 feet? 
A. No, sir. 15 to 20 feet. 
Q. What did you do Y 
A. I' pulled to the left. She was driving fast. I figured a 
driver with ordinary care would have applied the brakes. I 
was a little closer to the clearing than she was. I didn't ap-
ply my brakes until I sa.w she was going to hit. I turned to 
the· left and gave her all the room possible. 
· Q. Attempted to run around her? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did she apply her brakes? 
A. No, she ·threw up her hands and hollered 0 Lordy. 
Turned the wheel loose, hit a. rough place on the roadbed 
and that cut her car to the right _and caused her not to hit a.t 
right angles. . 
Q. If she had applied the brakes you could have gone by f 
A. I could have gone by without trouble. 
Q. Did she think she was coming out of the intersection 1 
A. No. 
Q. You were in 15 or 20 feet when you saw herf 
A. Yes, 15 or 20 feet of where our paths would 
page 71 ~ come together. She had 20 to 25 feet. She had a 
little further to go than I. I :figured if_ I kept going 
-I pulled doWn. on the gas lever with the idea of trying to 
~~oond · 
Q. What did you do then Y 
A. We stopped. She hit me. Tore off the whole side of 
-· 
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my car, front fender, running board. Knoeked down the 
front right wheel. l{nocked the axle all the way down and 
the right wheel and shattered the left front' wheel. 
Q. Hurt youY 
.A.. Hurt me right much. I was able to go on after they 
·straightened out the accident. - · 
~ You were not hurt so you could not' travel Y 
A. I was not knocked out. 
Q. Did Mr. Warren fall out of the car7 
A. No. 
Q. Wha.t about 1\Ir. Hollifield Y 
A. He went up through the back curtain between the front 
bow and the middle bow of the top and I would say was 8- or 
10 feet in front' of the Ford when I stopped. · 
Q. Flat down- on the road Y . 
A. Yes. · 
Q. Did they tear up the back part he was sitting In Y 
A. No, it was steel. Her car did not hit my truck body, 
until the force she was going and my car coming together· 
flickered her's around and some part of the rear of her car 
hit the truck body .. I don't know how it happened. 
Q. What I mean h-is the injury this gentleman received was · 
.from the fact he feU out of the car? · 
A. Yes, he kept going straight. 
Q. He kept going when the car stopped? 
A. Yes. . 
page 72 ~ Q.. Did you ever have any talk with this lady 
afterwards 7 
A. Yes. She seemed to be hurt right much. I got her name 
and address and some of her friends carried her to her home 
about a quarter of a mile. I made arrangements with Mr. 
McDonald, Justice of the Peace, t'o have_ a hearing on the 
following Friday and the witnesses were summoned and I 
went down. Left here Thursday afternoon-had a chance 
to go with a friend. Got off at .Sanford and went down to 
see them Friday morning. The hearing was set for two 
o'clock. I walked in to see Mr. McDonald and I don't know 
whether he suggested it or I suggested~ but I won't swear to 
:which suggested seeing Mrs. Webster. 
Objected to .. 
Objection sustained. 
I ! 
I ' 
Q. You can give your conversation With Mrs. Webster. 
A. I went. to the house and saw Mrs. Webster and she was· 
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~unged up some, she seemed to be kind Gf sore, and ta.lked 
to her. 
Judge Leigh: 
Q. Yo\l.~ea.n sore .. physically or mentally¥ 
A. I think mentally, too. Sore physically is what I had 
reference to. 
Mr. Harris: 
Q. Was Mr. Webster there in the conversation? 
A. Yes. 
Q. All thr.ee o.f .yo~r tog-ether Y . . 
, A. Yes~ Mr. Webster suggested that we not have a trial 
but get togethet·. 
Objection to anything Mr. Webster said or did. 
Objootion -overruled~ 
... ~r .. McD()ftaid a~d .my-Self went up to see Mr. and Mrs: 
W eb.ster. _ Woe saw ho~h parties antl talked to them. I talked 
·to Mr. Webster and he wanted to kfio'v what we ·could do. 
I said I. had. _he~il put. to some trouble. I had been told they 
were not in the best of ci~umst:ances. None 'Of the 'Other par-
ties on the other side had insura.nce. 
page 73 } Q. Just .tel~ us the oonveraa~ion. 
A. Mr. Webster wanted to kiYow what kind of 
ter_ms we co~.ld get together bn~ I figure ·out the exl_)ense I 
lfad been put to-my doctor's bill-and I pr:o}losed to him 
that he and Mr. Burke-, tb~ owner of the ·car-~ 
·Mr-. Williams : 
Q. )Vas ~1:-rg.. Webster theref 
:A. Y.es. 
~ :Liste~ing to -thi~ ~n~ersatiofi Y 
A. Y.~s, t~ki~g part in it. I propo'Sed to him to pay the 
.mopey I had paid 0uji, my dootor's hilia'Il'd expense that ·night 
and ~. e~ens~. com~ng ·d9'Wn :there. Expense :$50."00 and m:t 
t~p~ir ~ill at ~at -ti~e I ·did· not know wh·llit 4t 'Would be. }Ir. Webster got on the ~t With nre ann we went to :see Mr. 
Burke. He was on the ·Highway job and Mr. Burk~ ~a-reed 
to have the car fixed if Mr. Webster would pay $50.00. 
Objected to. . 
Objection sustained-. 
We ca.me bac~ to the house and asked !frs. Webster what 
\ 
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she thought and they ageed that was the best thing to do. 
Mr. Webster said he did not have any money and asked her 
_if she hac}. any money. She said no. Then he went down 
to the store and got $25.00. She was present when he paid 
me the $25.00. . 
Q. Did she understand he was going to get the money to 
pay youf 
A. Yes. 
Q. And. he went- down and got the money ana paid you Y 
A. Yes, down to Mr. Cameron's . store. The agreement 
was he was to send me the other $25.00 but he· never has. . 
·Q. Did JYirs. Webster make any statement as to whose fault 
it wasY • 
A. She said· her's and she lost her head. 
Q. And with her agreement and consent her husband agreed 
to pay you $50.00 Y 
. · A. Yes, and paid $25.00 and never has paid the 
page 7 4 ~ other $25.00. . 
Q. Have you a photograph of your ear that 
shows where it was struck? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Show it to the jury and point out which one it is. Tell 
them wha.t the picture purports to showY 
.A. It is taken from different angles. The right hand side 
of my car is down flat. Left wheel knocked out.. Right hand 
front wheel tore down. This is standing on the tire, but 
shattered. I have repair bill where I had to buy both wheels. 
Here is the same Ford from a different angle. You see it 
is the· right side. It is in evidence that I hit the other car. 
You gentlemen can see for yourself the other car hit me on 
the right. _ 
Q. What part of the car did the lady's. car hit? 
· A. It hit just at the jllliction of the right front fender and 
the footboard. · · -
Q. How far down the road could you see the intersection, 
that is the store from the way you were coming? 
· A. I thirik about 200 yards. 
Q. Did Mr. Warren riding in there with you ever say any-
thing to you about "Lookou_t yonde:r comes a ca.r"Y. 
A. No, Mr: W arr.en was watching Mr. Hollifield. Turning 
around looking through the hack of the curtain. 
I Q. What·wa.s he watching him forY 
A. Appeared to be uneasy. He said to me several times 
that he did not know what that man meant by getting in 
like he did. · 
. · Q. Because you had a stranger in there 7 · 
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.A. Yes. 
Q. He never said anything to you giving you any warning 
or anything 7 · 
A. No. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Williams: 
Q. It was through your suggestion that you went 
page 75 ~ down yonder or sent down there a~d got this little 
fellow Hall to testify! 
A. No, I did not know he was coming. 
Q. He was sent for by your ~ide of the caseY 
Mr. Harris: Yes. 
Q. You heard him testify you hit this lady in the side 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. He is mistaken Y . , · 
A. Yes. 
Q. You heard Mr. Warren testify? 
A. Yes. I 
Q. He is mistaken 7 . 
A. Yes. . 
Q. You heard Mrs. Webster testify you hit her broadside f 
A. Yes. 
Q. She is mistaken Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. As I understood the situation you stated you were com-
ing' down the road and when this man waived you down he 
was about as far :from you as from the end of this building 
to you and you did not want to burn your brakes a.nd you 
went 20 or 30 feet ·before you stopped Y 
A. I would have if I had stopped. I went past him. 
Q4. You said last time you stopped? 
A. I never did stop entirely. I slowed down. 
Q. I ask you if you did not say last time you stopped and 
looked back and he was about 15 feet back of your truck? 
A. No, I did not say that. 
Q. Did you not say this. He held up his hand, signaled to 
stop and I thought he was traveling with this ·particular. 
truck, out of gas or something, etc. Didn't you say that f 
(Read from Mr. Williams' transcript of the evidence.) 
A. No. 
page 76 r Q. From your standing here did you say this Y 
This is the transcript taken by Mrs. Howard. 
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''At the time he held out his hand I was making 40 miles 
and did not see any need of burning my brakes and went by 
before I stopped." · Did you .say that Y 
A. I might have. I did not ever come to a full stop. 
Q. You state now you did not stop 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. You don't know whether you said last time you did stop 
or notY 
A. I don't think I said so. 
Q. If you did not say both :M;rs. Howard who took it down 
and Miss Mandie are wrong¥ 
A. No, I don't say they are wrong, but I do say that the 
.first transcript you read was not true as to what I said. 
Q.. Is this one true Y 
A. I don't know. The difference of a word or two· inakes 
quite a. difference in the meaning. 
Q. As I understand the situation your recollection is that 
when you got over that little rise how fast were you going? 
. A. I think when I topped the rise I was making 40 miles 
an hour. 
Q. ·It has been testified by three people that that little rise 
is 75 or 80 yards from the store. Is that right? 
A. It has been testified. I don't know whether it is right 
mn~ · · 
. Q. What do you think about itf 
A. I think it is more. 
Q. You knew the intersection was there. You had passed 
the place before? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You knew· your view. was obstructed coming in there Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. You did not blow your horn 7 
A. I rather think I did, but I could not swear I 
page 77 } ·did. But I think I did. 
didY 
Q. You did not say last time you thought you 
A. I think I did. 
Q. I hand you herewith the testimony taken by Mrs. How-
ard at the last trial. Were you not asked this question on 
page 18 at the· bottom: "You did not blow your horn?"' and 
you answered, "I do not recall". Did you say then that you 
didY · · 
A. I don't know. I have tried to be fair absolutely in my 
testimony at both trials. · 
r: Q. You say·when you went into that intersection when you· 
struck this lady you were running 20 to 25 miles an hour? 
r---··~-----~--- --
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A·. I said when she struck me. 
Q. Each had to strike the otherY 
A. No, she ran into the side of my car. 
Q. The front of her car was not injured 1 · 
A. The bumpers were knocked off so it could not move. 
Q. Don't you know that even the fender or anything about 
the front of her car was scratched f · 
A. I do not know that. I saw it entirely different from 
· what she did. · 
Q. After this· happened and Mr. Hollifield on the ground, 
did you not go there and look at itf 
. A. Certainly I did. · . , • 
Q. Did you- not go there and tell the people you thought· 
Mr. Hollifield was dead! 
·A. No. 
Q. He did appear to be in bad shape 1 
A: 1 said he- was in bad shape. 
Q. Do you know what became of him f 
: A. The manager of the Wilrick ·Hotel ·and some guests f.rom 
New York with their wives were driving in a Ford 
page 78} Sedan. They drove up nght after the accident 
_happened. The gentlemen put their wives out and 
took Mr. Warren and Mr. Hollifield and carried them to the 
hospital. Told me they were going to carry them to SCott's 
Hospital and asked me if I had any peference. I did not know 
anything about any of them . 
. - Q. Was he unconscious then 7 
- .A. Yes. 
Q. Did you see him after that Y 
A. I tried to three times, but they said it would not do any 
good. He did not know anybody. I never saw him except 
the conversation had with him as reported here today~ 
-- Q. You came down here and notwithstanding the .fact you 
cou1d not see anybody coming· out of this place-that is cor-
t;ect is it not--why could you not see· Y - . 
A. Back of the store was a cornfield and back of that a 
bunch of willows. 
_ Q~ What is on the other side f 
A. Nothing.· 
Q. Was not lumber piled up there f 
A. No, I testified he.re last time there was not. 
Q~ :poming· down this road could you ,see for 200 feet Y 
A.N~ . . 
Q. And although the road was blocked by t.}le store and· 
the cornfield, you tell the jury you came over the rise around 
40 mile~ and hour T . . . : 
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-- A. Yes. 
. Q. And that' your idea of the speed you were going when 
she stru-ck you was. that you were going 20 to 25 7 
A. Not over 25. I very seriously doubt if I was making 
20. I cut the gas off and threw it into neutral when I go~ 
over the rise. , 
·Q. Did you not say at the· last trial that you were going into 
that intersection ·at 20 to 25 miles an hour 7 You did not say 
anything then about going 20. 
page 79 ~ . A. I am trying to be fair. I said I was running 
20 to 25. 
Q. That is what you said before? 
A. Yes, if anything running less. 
Q. Why did you say you were running . about 20 7 
A. I am trying to be fair. I believe I went through there 
at less. · · · . 
Q. When you first saw this lady, as I understand it, she 
. came out in the road in front of you 7 
A. Yes. 
· Q. And, of -course, you could not see her until you got over 
the riseY 
A. The rise is back a distance. 
Q. 75 yardsf 
A. I think it is really farther. 
Q. Everybody says it is 75 except you 7 
.. A. Yes. · 
Q. Even-}Ir. Warren? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And the_-little fellow, ~fr. Harris brought up beret 
A. I don't.· think he was decided. 
Q. Did you not hear him tell the jury it was 75 Y 
A. Yes. · 
Q. You ;also heard him tell the jury you hit this lady in 
the sideY 
A. Yes, but these pictures r got in evidence he~e show she-
hit me in the side. 
· Q. As a matter of fact whether she hit. you or you l1it her 
when the cars hit her car was knocked back to the side of 
the road from ·whi-ch she .was atY 
. A~ Yes. · 
Q. And your car was knocked around, too? 
A. No, if was knocked but not knocked around. It stopped 
almost the same way I was going. Her car coming up this 
rise hit this rough place. Slie had turned the car 
page 80 ~ loose when it hit the brimp and cut her car to the 
right and the force of the impact pulled her car 
r---------- -
i. 
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along further to the right and her car took a circle, 20 or 25 
feet circle, went off the road, moved up 'the road from the in-
tersection 30 or 40 feet -around in this hole then into a· swamp 
and hit a fence post and stopped. . 
Q. If you did not see this car how do you know anything 
about hitting a rough place in the road Y · 
A. There is a picture formed in my mind and I have. a pi~­
ture of that. 
Q. That is the picture in your mind Y 
· A. Yes, I have a. true picture, too. . 
Q. When you went to talk to her you. said you talked to 
Mr. WebsterY , . · · 
A. I also talked to Mrs. Webster. · 
Q. What did Mrs. Webster say. Did she not tell you you 
were running too fastY 
A . .She tried to leave that impression. All of us .try to 
bluff some times. 
·Q. Were you trying to blnffY Did yon not try to bluff 
your way with this old manY 
· A. No, if this case had been tried at Lillington the County 
Seat of Harnett County, there would never hav~ been any.: 
thing said about speed. 
Q. Yon mean Mrs. Webster would not have said any-
thing? · 
A. Got witnesses in Harnett County that saw it. . 
Q. As a matter of fact" were you not there the Friday after 
the lady was injured Y · · 
A. Yes. 
Q. She bad her pelvic bones fractured 1 . 
A. No, the first time I heard of that is today. 
Q. Was she not cut all over the face? 
A. Had a little scratch . 
. Q. Was she·in bedY 
A. No. 
page 81 r Q. Sitting in the house? . 
A. Yes and she walked around out in the yard. 
Q~. ·You did have a conversation with her husband about it! . . . 
A. Yes. · 
Q. You say sl1e did try to bluff you by saying to he,r hus-
band that you were running too fast f 
A. Yes. 
Q. You say you thought they did not have a.ny insurance.? 
A. I don't recall. · · · 
Q. I would like to have it cleared up Y 
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J ndge Leigh : Wha.t he said was that he understood these 
people had no insurance. 
Defendant rests. 
MRS. WEBSTE·R. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Williams : 
. Q. · 1\tir. Baise said you tried to bluff him by claiming he 
was running too fast? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you ever admit you were at' fault in this accident 1 
· A. No. 
· Q. Did you have any conversation with Mr. Baise that 
would leave him to believe you admitted you were at fault? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you· hear your husband make any agreement with 
him to pay him· any money Y 
A. No. 
Q. Did you know your husband had paid him any until 
after it WaS overt 
A. No. 
Q. Did you at that time when Mr. Baise was there contend 
it was his fault? 
page 82} Q. Mr. Baise said before you were struck you 
threw up your hands and said ''0 Lordy'' and the 
little fellow said after you were struck. Do you recall that? 
A. No. 
Q~ Where was your baby Y 
A. Sitting on the seat :beside me. 
Q. Did you ever lose control of your car until the time you 
were struck T 
A. No. 
Q. There have been some pictures introduced by Mr. Baise 
claiming your car struck him. Was the front part of your 
car injured T 
A. No. . 
Q. Yon tell the jury your ear was struck by him 7 
A. Yes. 
CROS~ EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Harris: 
_ · Q. Mr. Baise did come down fo your house · the Friday . 
' /
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· ~fter this accident and· have a ·conversation with you about itY . -
A. Yes. 
Q .. And your husband was there Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. The Justice of the Peace was there Y 
A. No. 
Q. Did he come up there at allY 
A. No. 
Q. Who was present! .-. . 
A. Mr. Webster· and Mr. Baise and Mr. Burke was there. 
Q~ Who was herY . 
A. The man the car belonged to. . · . . . 
- · Q. nid Mr. Burke agree to pay Mr. Baise for his 
page 83 ~ carY . . ~ 
· - A. I don't know what all they did after tbey 
left. I did not go to the store. Was not able. 
· Q. Were you not there walking around in the yard Y _ 
A. Yess ~- walked ·around in the yard a. li~tle. 
Teste: This 16th day of June, 1931. 
HENRY C. LEIGH, Judge. 
page 84 ~ "CERTIFICATE OF EXCEPTIONS' NO. 2." 
r The- following are all of the instruction~ given for both the 
plaintiff .and defendant in this case: 
PLAINTIFF'S INSTRUCTIONS. 
No. l. 
The court instructs the jury that as a matter of law from 
the evidence in this case the junction of the road ~long which 
:;Baise was traveling and the road from which Mrs. Webster's 
~ar emerged. constituted ''intersecting highways'' within the 
meaning of the law. 
No.2.· 
The court instructs the jury that if they believe from a 
preponderance of· the evidence that the defendant, Baise, 
traversed the interacting. highways dscribed in the evidence 
at a rate of sped greater than fifteen (15) miles· per h-our, 
he -did so in :violation of the North Carolina law. and he is 
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·guilty.,of negligence pe·r. se; and the cou-rt- fu.rther .instr~ets 
the jury. that--a driver's view· is obstructed at intersecting 
highways when at any time during the la.st _one hundr.ed (100') 
~eet of his approach to such ·intersection he does not have .a 
~le~r and uni~tercytpted v_iew. UP<?~._ all_. of .th~- ~ighW!l-YS ~.n­
te~ing_ ~u~h JJ!ter~ction:·fOJ'~·. ~ distance of two hundred ( 200') 
feet from such intersection. 
No. 3 .. 
.. 
'!' . ·' ' . 
The court. instructs the jury that ~f th~y believe from a 
preponderance of the evidence tha.t Baise, while operating 
his car, upon approaching the interseeti~g highways de-
scribed.in the evidence ~ailed to give a timely sig-nal wjth ·his 
horn, such conduct constituted negligence- per se; .. and the 
court further .instructs the.- jury- that if they beli-eve. from a 
preponderance of the evidence _tllat such negligence was a 
proximate cause of the injury complained of, they shall find 
for the plaintiff . 
. page,~} No. 4. 
- The court instructs the jury that even though they may 
believe from the -·evidence that ~Ir~. -Webster, the driver. Qf 
. the other ear, may -have l?een negligent; this does not pre.: 
-clu4e Hollifie.ld from recovering his· entire da.m.ages .froi;n. 
Baise, if the jury believe from a preponderan~ of the evi:. 
dence that Baise was· als9_ neglig~nt and th~t his negligence 
pt:ox~ately caused or .. proximately concurred in producing 
the ~jury complained o.f. 
No.5. 
. . r_rhe court instructs the j.ury that un~er the evi<;lenee in this 
ease,: -the plaintiff, H9lli:field, was a ·passengeT~in the auto-
mobile.-of Baise-and; Baise owed Hollifield· the. duty to drive 
and operat~ hJs .ca:t;' witJr. ord~!l'a:rY. care a;nil in ~ompli~J!ce ·wjth 
~h~: ~tatute laws of North Carolina to avoid injucy to Holli-
field. 
\ 
- The co11rt instructs the jpry that ·if they believe :from the 
pr~pon4erru;too of the evidence- that -the· de,fendant, Baise, was 
guilty of negligence which was a proximate cause of the in-
juries sustained. by the plaintiff, Hollifield, they shall find 
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for the plaintiff, Holli:fi:eld, and fix his damages at such sum 
as from the evidence to them shaH be reasonable and proper, 
riot ·to exceed ten thousand ($10,000.00) dollars, the amount 
claimed in the notice of motion. 
D·E]f'ENI)ANT'S INSTRUCTIONS. 
No. 6. 
The court instructs the jury that even tho they may believe 
fi·om the evidence that Baise was g-uilty of some negligence 
as defined in the other instructions, this alone does not entitle 
the plaintiff to a verdict for any amount-the evidence must 
go further than that and the burden is upon the plaintiff to 
show by a preponderance of the evidence a cafUsal relation 
· between such negligence, if any, and plaintiff's in-
page 86 ~ jury-that is that su~h negligence was a proximate 
e.ause of the acci(lent. 
No. 8. 
The court instructs the jury that if from all of the evidence 
they believe that Mrs .. Webster drove her car into the inter-
section without u~ing ordinary care under the circumstances 
and that such lack of ordinary care ·was ·the sole pro:ximate 
·cause of the injury to plaintiff, then the just must ·find for 
the defendant. 
Teste: This .16th da.y of June, 1931. 
HENRY C. LEIGH, Judge. 
"CERTIFICATE OF EXCEPTIONS NO. 3 .. " 
The Court certified that Instructions Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and. 
6, given for the plaintiff were objected to by the defend~nt,~ 
. and being given over said objection the defendant excepted, 
the grounds of said objection t'o each of said instructions· 
being stated to the court as follows : . 
1. That that was 'no duty owed by the defendant to tlw 
plaintiff to use reasonable or ordinary care, the- plaintiff be-
ing a trespasser or at most a bare licensee in the automobile 
of defendant and the only duty the defendant owed was not 
to wilfully, wantonly or rooklessly· injure the .Plaintiff. 
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2. That there was no evidence to show that any alleged 
negligence of defendant, Baise, proximately caused or con-
curred in the injury. · 
Specifically as to Instruction N Q. 3, that there was no duty 
under the law of North c-arolina to give a signal with a horn 
and that it was not negligence per se in so far as plaintiff was 
concerned, so far as any of the laws of North Carolina were 
concerned. 
Teste : This 16th day of J nne, 1931. 
HENRY C. LEIGH, Judge. 
page 87 ~"CERTIFICATE OF EXOE·PTIONS NO.4." 
. The court certifie-s that instructions Nos. 1, 3, 2, 4, 9, 7 
and 5, reading as follows : 
. DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION NO. 1. 
The con;rt instructs the jury that if they believe fr'om the 
evide~lCC that plaintiff got into defendant's car without in-
vitation from Baise, but merely for plaintiff"s. own conven-
ience, then the only duty that Baise owed him was not to wil-
fully or wantonly do any act tending to injure plaintiff, and 
unless the jury believe from the preponderance of the evi-
dence that Baise was guilty of such wilful or wanton conduct, 
and that same proximately resulted in the injury to plaintiff, 
then they must find a verdiet for the defendant. 
DEFENDANT'·S INSTRUCTION NO. 3. 
The Court instructs the jury that although Baise may have 
·ben g·uilty of negligence as defined in other instructions, it 
was also plaintiff's duty to use reasonable care for his own 
protection and if the jury believe from a preponderance of 
the. evidence that plaintiff, without invitation from Baise but 
solely for his own purposes seated himself in the body part, 
not provided or intended for passengers, of Baise's truck and 
undertook to ride in this position and that such action under 
all of the circumstances showed lack of ordinary care on plain-
tiff's part, then plaintiff was guilty of contributory negli-
gence and if same proximately contributed in any degree 
to plaintiff's injury, then there can ·be no recovery of any 
amount in this ca,se and the jury should return their verdict 
for the defendant. 
r--------
• 
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page· 88 } If the plaintiff failed ~nder all the circumstances 
. of the case to use ordinary. care fo.r ~is own f)afety 
and such failure proximately contributed to his injury, even 
in part, under the law the ju~y c~.nA_o_t cqmpar~ or:_ apport~9~ . 
the negligence, if any, of the parties but must :find for the· 
defendant. 
, • • -- r ! r 
DEFEND~T'S INSTRUCTION NO. 2. 
-: The court instructs :the jury tha~ th~ purde~ of p~oo~ in 
this ~se is ~n the plaintiff to prove by the greater weight of 
the evidence , 
''. 
~ (~).that Baise was guilty of ·some wilfui or wanton act 
tending·to cause injury to plaintiff · 
.': (i>) that- ~uch conduct on Baise's part was a proximate. 
~~~~~cy . . 
. -- . 
. . . . .. ·.• -- . ' , - . . ·~ .. ,. , . .. . ' . . " 
(c) . that pia1iitiff has suffered damage as a resuit thereof~ 
i>EFENi>AN'I"S INSTRUCTiON NO. · 4: 
o 'o 
The court instructs the jury that if they believe. from the· 
evidence that plaintiff, without . an invitation or permission 
express or implied from' Baise and before Baise knew of his 
ll!tention clil;n.Qed_ jnto the body of Baise's truck, that then. 
plaintiff was ·~ .tre~passer . JI.n~ the ~act tha,t Baise did not. 
protest or object does not of itself change plaintiff's status_. 
Under such circ:umstances the onl¥ duty that Baise owed 
plaintiff was not to wilfully or wantonly do any act to inju_re 
p1aintiff .. Mere lack of ordinary care, or the negligent-viola~ 
tion of ·a statute is not suf:6cient unless sach conduct -showed 
a: wilf~~ d~sjre to jnju:r:~ plaintiff or a wanton arid reckless 
disregard of his sa.fety. 
'I 
page 89 ~ DEFENDANT'S INSTRUC.TION NO. 9. 
' - ,... .. .. : • • I - '1. -.· ' • • ..•. I 
. -The court~instrnets-.the jury tha.t Baise in no way insured· 
Hollifield from -injury .. · · · · · . · · · .. ·, 
_: Negligence as defined in the instructions in ·this ·case ca.n 
not he inferred from the happening· of the -accident but the 
burden rests on ·the :plaintiff to point same ·out and prove it 
by:a pr.eppnde:ra;nce· of:t4e .evi~ence, if_ after hearing-all of tha· 
evidence if the jury believe that Hollifield was ·guilty of neg-: 
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ligence which proximately contributed even in part to his 
injury, or if the jury is not satisfied that the preponderance 
of the evidence shows that Baise was guilty of negligence 
as defined by the court in order instructions, then the jury 
should find for the defendant. 
DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTlONS NO.· 7. 
The court instructs the jury that the violation of a statute 
does not make the di'iver guilty of negligence for which dam-
ages may be recovered unless the act was the proximate cause 
of the injury. The law regards the immediate or proXimate 
cause which directly produces the injury, and not the remote 
cause which may have antecedently contributed to it. If whil~ 
one is in a state of neglig~nce another negligently employs an 
independent force, which, availing itself of the occasion af-
forded by the former's negligence,. works a harm not its na-
tural and ·probable consequene_e, hut an independent harn:i, 
the first negligence is not contributory to the second. 
DEFEND·ANT'S INSTRUCTION NO. 5. 
The court• instructs the jury that where one enters the truck 
of another without invitation, express or implied, but solely 
to otbain a free ride for his own convenience the express or 
implied duty of the driver to the occupant of the ear is to ex-
. ercise reasonable care in its operation not· to un-
page 90 ~ reasonably_ expose to danger and injuries the oc-
cupant by increasing the hazard of that method of 
travel. He must exercise the care and diligence which a man 
of reasonable prudence, engaged in like business, would exer-
cise for his. own protection and the protection of his family 
and property-a care which must be reasonably commensu-
rate with the nature and hazards attending this particular 
mode of travel. 
were offered by the defendant and refused by the court, to 
which action of the court in refusing same the defendant ex-
cepted, and the defendant stated as his grounds that said in 
structions correctly stated the law of tlie ease according to 
the evidence and was not covered by other instructions and 
that ·said instructions corrootly stated the duty and the only 
duty owed by the defendant, Baise, to the plaintiff; that the 
evidence showed as a matter of law that the plaintiff was 
·guilty of contributory negligence in seating himself in a truck 
body in a place not provided for passeng·ers and he assumed 
. ' . 
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and took the risk of any injury and the jury should have 
been so instructed, or at least the question of whether or 
not such action was contributory negligence which barred 
recovery should have been submitted to the jury, but the in-
structions given for the plaintiff in that regard wholly ignored 
said doctrine of contributory negligence. 
Teste : This 16th day of June, 1931. 
HENRY C. LEIGH, Judge. 
page 91} "CEI-1TIFICATE OF EXCEPTIONS NO.5." 
The jury having found a verdict in favor of the plaintiff in 
this case and fixed the damages at the sum of $2,000.00, the 
defendant moved the court to set aside said verdict on the 
·ground that same was contrary to the law and evidence and 
. .the jury had been improperly instructed. The court over-
·.ruled said motion and the defendant excepted. 
Teste : This ~6th da.y of tTune, 1931. 
HENRY C. LEIGH, Judge. · 
"CERTI1PICATE OF EXCEPTIONS NO. 6." 
At the conclusion of plaintiff's evidence in this case the 
defendant moved the court to strike out the evidence of said 
plaintiff, upon the grounds that same failed to show any basis 
for rec.overy against the defendant and same showed as a 
matter of law that plaintiff was guilty of contributory neg-
ligence. · · · 
(b) That same showed affirmatively that the alleged negli~ 
gence of. the defendant was not the proximate cause of plain-
tiff's injury; that the evidence showed conclusively that the 
defendant had not violated any duty which he owed to the 
plaintiff for the reason tha.t plaintiff was a trespasser or bare 
licensee or a self-invited guest in said automobile and that 
defendant had fully performed the duty owed to the plaintiff 
arising from such relationship. 
The court overruled said motion and the defendant ex-
cept~d. 
Teste: This 16th ·day of J nne, 1931. 
HENRY, C. LEIGH, Judge. 
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I, Otis Bradley, Clerk of the Corporation Court of Dan-, 
ville, Virginia, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a true 
transeript of so much of the record and judicial proceedings 
of said Court as I have been directed to copy in a certain 
N ot:ice of motion to reoover judgment, lately pending in ·said 
Court between J. E. Hollifield, plaintiff, and Howard Baise, 
defendant. 
And I further certify that the defendant has filed with 
me a .written notice to the plaintiff of his intention to apply 
for a transcript of said record, which notice was duly served 
on Hugh T. Williams, Attorney for said plaintiff, by the 
Sergeant of the City of Danville on the 18th day of May, 
1931. 
Given under my hand this the 20th day of June, 1931. 
• 'J 
OTIS BRADLEY, Clerk. . 
' Clerk's Fee for Copy of Record $37.95. 
A Copy-Teste: 
H. STEW ART JONES, C. C. 
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